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Farewell

Martin Wall

Image by F.C.

I write at the advent of Spring - a time of

You have elected a board of talented in-

new life and new opportunities.

dividuals who at this halfway point in its
triennium have already initiated several

At this time of renewal, I have regretfully,
after much thought, decided to resign
from the Board of Directors of ESH.

ground-breaking projects including a European Research Project, the commissioning of a new enhanced website, and

I am writing this letter to explain why I

the devising of a revised constitution

believe this to be in the best interest of

and regulations in order to locate a secu-

ESH and to introduce a dear colleague

re and sustainable base for ESH both ﬁ-

who will fulﬁll the role of interim presi-

nancially and legally.

dent.
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It is my considered view that the primary

As I stated at the beginning, I am de-

role of President is one of mediating the-

lighted to introduce your new President

se talents into a cohesive whole.

Dr Gérard Fitoussi who will serve for the
remainder of this triennium.

I have served on the ESH board for over
10 years and have chaired and presided

I have come to know and respect Gé-

over several other boards and councils

rard over these past 18 months, and I

both before and during this period and

can unreservedly commend him to you

the one unifying factor in all of these suc-

as a man of compassion and a man with

cessful groups is a sense of trust and co-

a passion to promote the aims and ob-

operative purpose.

jectives of ESH and the attendant beneﬁts of clinical hypnosis for all our profes-

It has become increasingly apparent

sions and our patients.

that fractures of communication and understanding have developed within the

A few days ago, on his death I lost a ve-

board and that these have aﬀected its

ry dear friend and a talented physician.

harmonious and eﬃcient function.

One of the many memories of him that I
hold dear is his reframing of the Stoics

Consequently, I have come to the diﬃ-

'Cardinal Virtues' as:

cult decision that the most eﬀective solution is to remove myself from this dyna-

Kindness - Forgiveness - Gratitude

mic.
An action that I genuinely hope will return cohesion and clarity both for my colleagues and for the beneﬁt of ESH. My
oﬀer of support and advice in the

I very much hope these thoughts can inform our way forward over the coming
months.

background has been readily accepted
and I truly believe our friendship and
common purpose can be maintained.
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Translated into German
by Silvia Zanotta
Diese Zeilen schreibe ich kurz vor Beginn des Frühlings –

zurückzuziehen, wohl die eﬀektivste Lösung. Ich hoﬀe

der Zeit neuen Lebens und neuer Möglichkeiten.

von ganzem Herzen, dass dadurch bei meinen Kolleginnen und Kollegen wieder Kohäsion und Klarheit entsteht,

Passend zur Zeit der Erneuerung habe ich nach langem

zum Wohl der ESH. Mein Angebot der Unterstützung und

Überlegen und mit Bedauern beschlossen, aus dem

Beratung im Hintergrund wurde bereitwillig aufgenom-

Board of Directors der ESH zurückzutreten. In diesem

men und ich bin der festen Überzeugung, dass unsere

Brief möchte ich erklären, warum ich diesen Entscheid

Freundschaft und unser gemeinsamer Zweck erhalten

gefällt habe und weshalb er im besten Interesse der ESH

bleibt.

ist. Gleichzeitig möchte ich den geschätzten Kollegen
vorstellen, der bis zum CoR-Meeting in Basel im

Wie ich anfangs erwähnte, ist es mir eine Freude, Ihnen

nächsten Jahr als Interim-Präsident walten wird.

den neuen Präsidenten Dr. Gérard Fitoussi vorzustellen,
der die zweite Hälfte der drei Jahre dauernden Amtszeit

Sie haben sehr talentierte Mitglieder in den Vorstand

übernehmen wird. In den vergangenen 18 Monaten habe

gewählt, die in den eineinhalb Jahren seit ihrer Wahl be-

ich Gérard kennen und schätzen gelernt, seine Warmher-

reits einige wegbereitende Projekte initiiert haben: ein

zigkeit genau so wie sein leidenschaftlicher Einsatz für

europäisches Forschungsprojekt, eine neue vielverspre-

die Ziele der ESH und den damit verbundenen Nutzen

chende Website, das Überdenken der Verfassung und

der klinischen Hypnose für unsern Berufsstand und unse-

der Regeln der ESH, um eine sichere und vertretbare Ba-

re Patienten.

sis zu schaﬀen, sowohl ﬁnanziell als auch rechtlich. Ich
bin der festen Ansicht, dass es eine der Hauptaufgaben

Vor einigen Tagen ist ein lieber Freund von mit gestor-

eines Präsidenten ist, diese Talente zu einem kohäsiven

ben, ein talentierter Arzt. Eine bleibende und sehr wert-

Ganzen zu vereinen.

volle Erinnerung an ihn ist seine Neuformulierung der
stoischen Tugenden als:

Ich war während mehr als 10 Jahren im Board der ESH
und habe vor und während dieser Zeit mehrere andere

Herzlichkeit – Versöhnlichkeit – Dankbarkeit

Vorstands- und Ratsgremien präsidiert. Der verbindende
Faktor all dieser erfolgreichen Gruppen war Vertrauen

Ich hoﬀe sehr, diese Gedanken bringen uns in den kom-

und Zusammenarbeit. Leider kam es im ESH-Board zu-

menden Monaten weiter vorwärts auf unserem gemeinsa-

nehmend zu Schwierigkeiten in Kommunikation und ge-

men Weg.

genseitigem Verständnis, sodass Harmonie und Eﬃzienz
darunter litten. Deshalb bin ich zum schwierigen
Entschluss gekommen, mich aus dieser Dynamik
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Translated into French
by Gérard Fitoussi
J’écris cette lettre en ce début de Printemps, temps de

ment harmonieux et eﬃcace. En conséquence, j’en suis

renouveau, de renaissance et de nouvelles opportunités

arrivé à la diﬃcile décision que la solution la plus viable
est de me retirer de cette dynamique . En le faisant,

En cette période, j’ai le regret, après y avoir bien réﬂéchi,

j’espère sincèrement favoriser le retour à une plus gran-

de donner ma démission du comité directeur de l’ESH.

de cohésion et clariﬁcation pour mes

collègues et au

bénéﬁce de l’ESH. Ma proposition de continuer dans
J’écris ces lignes pour expliquer les raisons qui m’ont

l’ombre à proposer support et conseils a été accepté im-

amené à penser que c’est dans le meilleur intérêt de

médiatement et je crois vraiment que notre amitié et ob-

l’ESH et pour présenter un cher collègue qui occupera la

jectifs communs pourront ainsi se maintenir.

fonction de Président par intérim jusqu’à la réunion du
conseil représentatif (CR) lors du congrès de Bale l’an-

Comme je l’ai indiqué plus haut, je suis heureux de

née prochaine.

présenter comme nouveau Président le Dr Gérard Fitoussi, qui poursuivra ce mandat pour le restant de ces trois

Vous avez élu un bureau composé d’individus talentueux

années. J’ai été amené à connaitre et à respecter Gérard

qui à mi-chemin de ce mandat triennal ont déjà initié de

durant ces derniers 18 mois, et c’est sans réserve que je

nombreux projets importants, comme le Projet Européen

vous le recommande comme étant un homme de com-

de Recherche, la réalisation d’un nouveau site web, et la

passion et un homme qui aura a cœur de promouvoir les

révision de la Constitution et des

buts et les objectifs de l’ESH ainsi que les bienfaits que

Régulations aﬁn de

donner une base sûre et solide à l’ESH, tant ﬁnancière-

l’hypnose procure à nos patients au travers de nos pro-

ment que

fessions respectives.

juridiquement. Je considère que le rôle pre-

mier d’un président est de faire le lien entre tous ces talents et d’en constituer une entité soudée.

Il y a quelques jours, j’ai perdu un de mes amis les plus
chers et un médecin de grand talent. Un des propos dont

J’ai servi pendant plus de 10 ans le Bureau de l’ESH et

je me souviens est sa reformulation des “Vertus Cardina-

présidé d’autres bureaux et conseils, et dans toutes ces

les» Stoïciennes :

diverses fonctions, le facteur essentiel uniﬁant avec
succès ces groupes est le sentiment de conﬁance et de

Gentillesse - Pardon - Gratitude

coopération qui en découle.
J’espère au plus profond que ces paroles nous guident
Il m’a semblé de plus en plus que des ruptures de com-

et éclairent notre chemin dans les mois à venir.

munication et de compréhension se sont développées au
sein du bureau et qu’elles ont aﬀectées son fonctionne-
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Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
Escribo casi al comienzo de la primavera: un tiempo de

han afectado a su función armoniosa y eﬁciente. En con-

nueva vida y nuevas oportunidades.

secuencia, he llegado a la difícil decisión de que la solución más efectiva es retirarme de esta dinámica. Una ac-

En este momento de renovación, después de pensarlo

ción que realmente espero que devuelva la cohesión y la

mucho, he decidido, lamentablemente, renunciar a la

claridad tanto a mis colegas como a la ESH. Mi oferta de

Junta Directiva de la ESH.

apoyo y asesoramiento desde fuera de la Junta ha sido
rápidamente aceptada y creo realmente que nuestra ami-

Escribo esta carta para explicar por qué creo que esto

stad y propósito común pueden mantenerse.

es lo mejor para la ESH y para presentar a un querido colega que desempeñará el cargo de presidente interino

Como dije al principio, estoy encantado de presentarles

hasta nuestra reunión del CoR en Basilea el próximo

a su nuevo Presidente, el Dr. Gérard Fitoussi, que asu-

año.

mirá este cargo durante el resto de este trienio. He tenido la oportunidad de conocer y apreciar a Gérard en

Han elegido una Junta de personas con talento que en

estos últimos 18 meses y puedo recomendarlo sin reser-

este punto, a medio camino de su trienio, ya han iniciado

vas como un hombre compasivo y un hombre apasiona-

varios proyectos innovadores, incluido un Proyecto de

do por promover los objetivos y las aspiraciones de la

Investigación Europeo, la puesta en marcha de un nuevo

ESH, así como los beneﬁcios de la utilización de la hipno-

sitio web mejorado y la revisión de los estatutos de con-

sis clínica en todas nuestras profesiones y pacientes.

stitución y reglamentación para que la ESH tenga una
base segura y sostenible, tanto ﬁnanciera como legal-

Hace unos días, con su muerte, perdí a un amigo muy

mente. Desde mi perspectiva, la función principal del pre-

querido y médico de gran talento. Uno de los muchos

sidente es la de servir de mediador para que los miem-

recuerdos de él que guardo con cariño es su reformula-

bros de la Junta Directiva puedan funcionar como un gru-

ción de las “Virtudes Cardinales” de los estoicos como:

po cohesionado.
Amabilidad - Perdón - Gratitud
He servido en la junta de la ESH durante más de 10 años.
He formado parte y presidido otras juntas y consejos,

Espero fervientemente que estos pensamientos puedan

tanto antes como durante este período, y el factor uniﬁ-

iluminar nuestro camino en los próximos meses.

cador en todos estos grupos exitosos ha sido un sentido
de conﬁanza y un propósito cooperativo. Cada vez es
más evidente que se han desarrollado fracturas de comunicación y comprensión dentro de la Junta y que éstas
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Translated into Italian
by Fabio Carnevale
Scrivo sul far della primavera - un momento di rigenera-

do l’armonia e l’eﬃcienza. Di conseguenza, sono giunto

zione e nuove opportunità.

alla diﬃcile determinazione che la soluzione più eﬃcace
fosse quella di sottrarmi a queste dinamiche. Un'azione

In questo momento di rinnovamento, ho purtroppo, dopo

che spero sinceramente restituisca coesione e chiarezza

molte riﬂessioni, deciso di dimettermi dal Consiglio Diret-

sia fra i miei colleghi che alla ESH. La mia oﬀerta di man-

tivo della ESH.

tenere un ruolo di supporto e consulenza è stata prontamente accettata e credo davvero che la nostra amicizia e

Sto scrivendo questa lettera con l’intento di spiegare per-

lo scopo comune possano essere mantenuti.

ché ho ritenuto questa decisione sia stata assunta nell’interesse dell’ESH e, inoltre, per presentare un caro colle-

Come ho aﬀermato all'inizio, sono lieto di presentare il

ga che svolgerà il ruolo di Presidente ad interim ﬁno al

vostro nuovo Presidente, il dott. Gérard Fitoussi, che ser-

prossimo incontro del CoR a Basilea, il prossimo anno.

virà per il resto di questo triennio.

Avete eletto un Consiglio Direttivo formato da persone di

Ho avuto modo di conoscere e stimare Gérard in questi

talento che, a questo punto, a metà del triennio, hanno

ultimi 18 mesi, e posso descriverlo, senza riserve, come

già avviato diversi progetti innovativi tra cui un disegno

un uomo compassionevole e dedito alla promozione de-

di ricerca europeo, la creazione di un nuovo sito web po-

gli obiettivi della ESH e alla promozione dei beneﬁci del-

tenziato e l'elaborazione di una revisione dello statuto e

l'ipnosi clinica nelle nostre professioni e per i nostri pa-

dei regolamenti che garantisca una base sicura e sosteni-

zienti.

bile per l’ESH sia dal punto di vista legale che ﬁnanziario.
È mia opinione che il ruolo principale del Presidente sia

Qualche giorno fa, è venuto a mancare un mio caro ami-

quello di mediare questi talenti in un insieme coerente.

co e un medico di talento.

Ho fatto parte del Consiglio direttivo della ESH per oltre

Uno dei tanti bei ricordi di lui è il suo rifarsi alle "virtù car-

10 anni e ho diretto e presieduto Commissioni e Consigli

dinali" degli Stoici:

Direttivi sia prima che durante questo periodo e il fattore
uniﬁcante, in tutti questi gruppi di successo, è sempre

Gentilezza - Perdono - Gratitudine

stato il senso di ﬁducia reciproca e di cooperazione.
Spero davvero che questi pensieri possano illuminare il
È diventato sempre più evidente che all'interno del Consi-

nostro cammino nei prossimi mesi.

glio Direttivo si fossero sviluppate diﬃcoltà di comunicazione e comprensione che ne andavano comprometten-
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Interim ESH President’s Letter

Gérard Fitoussi

Chers Amis,

seul horizon le bien commun de l’ESH et
de l’hypnose.

C’est avec une grande humilité que j’écris cette première lettre en tant que inte-

Je ne peux commencer cette lettre sans

rim président.

remercier Martin Wall qui a servi pendant si longtemps et avec tant de

Les changements survenus ces derniers

dévouement notre institution.

jours ont bouleversé notre association.
Les statuts de celle-ci m’ont mis de fa-

Je me réjouis notamment que nous

çon inattendue à ce poste. Je remplirai

ayons pu ensemble participer à la

cette tâche avec ardeur et détermination

réintégration de la CFHTB au sein de

en collaboration avec le bureau qui conti-

l’ESH. Ce fut une chance et un honneur

nuera à eﬀectuer son travail ayant pour

que d’avoir rencontré ce grand monsieur. Merci Martin.
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Nous nous attellerons donc à poursuivre

Pour terminer, j’aimerai accueillir Ali

le travail déjà commencé, en unissant

Özden Öztürk notre nouveau membre

nos forces pour arriver à bon port au

du bureau, en remplacement de Asa.

congrès de Bale.
Ali nous apportera sa longue experience
De nouvelles sociétés européennes

pour la diﬀusion éthique de l’hypnose

nous rejoignent, d’autres encore frap-

ainsi que son attachement à l'ESH et à

pent à la porte de l’ESH.

son développement. Je salue enﬁn Nicola McIntyre qui remplace Christine Hen-

Nous continuerons à les accueillir en
maintenant les normes de qualité qui

derson et prendra en charge la partie
administrative.

ont prévalu depuis la création de l’ESH.
Je me réjouis de travailler avec le nouSur un autre plan,

nous continuons à

développer nos liens avec l’ISH et participerons avec le Professeur de Benedit-

veau bureau ainsi constitué et de contribuer à aller de l’avant pour le plus grand
bénéﬁce de tou.

tis, qui en a la charge, à œuvrer auprès
de l’OMS pour la reconnaissance de
l’hypnose comme un outil ﬁable, eﬃcace et basé scientiﬁquement pour le traitement de la douleur.
Nous poursuivons aussi le changement
de notre site web avec un nouveau logo.
Enﬁn, j’aimerai remercier Asa Fe Kockum qui a tant contribué au developpement de l'ESH, ainsi que notre secrétaire administrative Christine Henderson
pour son travail et son dévouement pendant toutes ces années .
Merci à vous deux et mes meilleurs voeux pour le futur.
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Translated into English
by Michael Schekter
Dear Members

On another level, we will continue to develop our ties
with ISH. We will participate with Professor de Benedit-

It’s with great humility that I write my ﬁrst letter as your

tis, who is the Chair of the ISH WHO committee, towards

interim President.

acquiring the recognition of hypnosis by the WHO, as a
reliable tool which is eﬀective and scientiﬁcally proven

The changes which have occurred in these last days ha-

in the treatment of pain.

ve unsettled our society. Our Constitution and its by-laws
have placed me at this position, since I was the second-

We are continuing our work on the website and have cir-

vice president.

culated a new logo for your comments.

I will accomplish my task with enthusiasm and determina-

Finally,

tion in collaboration with our Board, which will continue

contributed to the development of ESH, as well as our

its work with the sole aim of

administrative secretary Christine Henderson who was

promoting the common

good of ESH and hypnosis.

I would like to thank Asa Fe Kockum who has

our mainstay for many years. Thanks to both of them. I
wish them all the best for their future.

I must begin this letter by thanking Martin Wall, who served our society for many years with a strong sense of de-

In conclusion, I would like to welcome Ali Özden Öztür-

votion.

kas new ESH board member in replacement of Asa. Ali
brings with him his long experience in ethical propaga-

I am particularly glad that together we have been able to

tion of hypnosis and a supporter of ESH and it’s deve-

participate in the re-integration of CFHTB within the

lopment.

ESH. It was a privilege and an honour to have met this
great man. Thank you Martin.

I also welcome Nicola McIntyre who replaces Christine
Henderson and will take charge on the administrative le-

We will continue the work that we have already started

vel.

by combining our forces in order to arrive successfully at
the Basel 2020 Congress. New European societies are

I look forward to working with the newly formed oﬃce

joining us and others are knocking at the door of ESH.

and helping to move forward for the beneﬁt of all.

We will continue to welcome them as well as maintaining
the guidelines and high standards that we have held since the inception of ESH.
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Translated into German
by Silvia Zanotta
Liebe Mitglieder

unter Rücksichtnahme auf die seit der Gründung der
ESH geltenden Qualitätsrichtlinien willkommen heissen.

Ich schreibe diesen ersten Brief als Ihr Präsident mit Demut.

Gleichzeitig werden wir weiterhin unsere Verbindungen
zur ISH festigen. Insbesondere werden wir den Vorsitzen-

Die Veränderungen der letzten Tage haben unsere Vereini-

den der WHO-Kommission der ISH Professsor de Bene-

gung aufgewühlt.

dettis bei seinen Bemühungen unterstützen, bei der
WHO (Weltgesundheitsorganisation) die Anerkennung

Ich bin aufgrund unserer Verfassung und deren Bestim-

der Hypnose als zuverlässige und wissenschaftlich be-

mungen vom Vize-Vize- auf die Position des Präsidenten

legte Schmerzbehandlung zu erreichen.

gelangt.
Auch die Erneuerung der Website mit neuem Logo werIch werde meine Aufgabe mit Begeisterung und Be-

den wir fortsetzen.

stimmtheit in Zusammenarbeit mit dem Vorstand erfüllen, der weiterhin sein Ziel der Förderung der Europäi-

Danken möchte ich auch Asa Fe Kockum für die Teilhabe

schen Hypnosegesellschaft (ESH) und der Hypnose ver-

an der Entwicklung der ESH sowie unserer Sekretärin

folgen wird.

Christine Henderson, die während vieler Jahre als unsere
treibende Kraft wirkte.

Zuerst möchte ich Martin Wall danken, der unserer Institution über viele Jahre mit Hingabe gedient hat. Ich bin

Zum Schluss möchte ich Ali Özden Öztürk als neues

besonders froh, dass wir gemeinsam an der Reintegra-

ESH-Vorstandsmitglied an Stelle von Asa begrüssen. Ali

tion der CFHTB in die ESH mitwirken konnten.

hat schon lange die Verbreitung der Hypnose unterstützt
und bei der Entwicklung der ESH mitgeholfen. Ebenso

Es war ein Privileg und eine besondere Ehre, diesen gros-

heisse ich Nicola McIntyre willkommen. Sie wird Christi-

sartigen Mann kennen gelernt zu haben. Danke, Martin.

ne Henderson ersetzen und sich um die administrativen
Angelegenheiten kümmern.

Wir werden die begonnene Arbeit bis zum Kongress in
Basel 2020 mit vereinten Kräften fortsetzen.

Ich freue mich mit dem neu zusammengesetzten Büro
zusammen zu arbeiten und zum Wohle aller weiter zu ge-

Neue europäische Gesellschaften sind daran, der ESH

hen.

beizutreten oder an ihre Tür zu klopfen. Wir werden sie
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Copia di Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
Queridos todos

En otro nivel, continuaremos desarrollando nuestros vínculos con la ISH. Participaremos con el profesor de Bene-

Con gran humildad escribo mi primera carta como su

dittis, que es el presidente del comité de la ISH para la

Presidente interino.

OMS, y cuyo objetivo es conseguir el reconocimiento de
la hipnosis por parte de la OMS, como una herramienta

Los cambios que han ocurrido en estos últimos días han

ﬁable, efectiva y cientíﬁcamente probada en el tratamien-

creado inquietud en nuestra sociedad. Nuestra Constitu-

to del dolor.

ción y sus estatutos me han colocado en este puesto, ya
que era el segundo vicepresidente.

Continuamos nuestro trabajo en el portal web y hemos
distribuido un nuevo logotipo para que puedan hacer sus

Cumpliré mi tarea con entusiasmo y determinación en

comentarios.

colaboración con nuestra Junta, que continuará su trabajo con el único objetivo de promover el bien común de la

Finalmente, me gustaría agradecer a Asa Fe Kockum,

ESH y la hipnosis.

que ha contribuido al desarrollo de ESH, así como a nuestra secretaria administrativa, Christine Henderson, por

Debo comenzar esta carta agradeciendo a Martin Wall,

su apoyo continuo y útil durante muchos años. Gracias a

que ha servido a nuestra sociedad durante muchos años

ambos. Les deseo todo lo mejor para su futuro.

con un fuerte sentido de la devoción. Me complace especialmente que juntos hayamos podido participar en la

Para ﬁnalizar, me gustaría darle la bienvenida a Ali

reintegración de CFHTB dentro de la ESH. Ha sido un pri-

Özden Öztürk como nuevo miembro de la junta de ESH,

vilegio y un honor el haber conocido a este gran hombre.

en reemplazo de Asa.

Gracias Martin.
Ali trae consigo su larga experiencia en la propagación
Continuaremos el trabajo que ya hemos comenzado com-

ética de la hipnosis y su apoyo a la ESH y a su desarrol-

binando nuestras fuerzas para llegar con éxito al Congre-

lo. Finalmente, saludo a Nicola McIntyre, que reemplaza

so de Basilea 2020.

a Christine Henderson y se hará cargo del nivel administrativo de la ESH. Espero trabajar con la oﬁcina recién

Nuevas sociedades europeas se unen a nosotros y otras

formada y ayudar a avanzar para el beneﬁcio de

están llamando a la puerta de ESH. Continuaremos dán-

todos. Espero trabajar con la oﬁcina recién formada y

doles la bienvenida y manteniendo las directrices y altos

ayudar a avanzar para el beneﬁcio de todos.

estándares que hemos mantenido desde el inicio de la
ESH.
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Translated into Italian
by Fabio Carnevale
Cari amici,

Inoltre, non smetteremo di rinsaldare i nostri legami con
la ISH.

È con grande umiltà che scrivo la mia prima lettera in
qualità di Presidente ad interim.

Sosterremo il professor De Benedittis, che è il presidente
del comitato ISH dell'OMS, perché l’ipnosi venga uﬃcial-

Quanto accaduto negli ultimi giorni, ha creato qualche

mente riconosciuta dall’OMS come uno strumento aﬃda-

scompiglio nella nostra Società.

bile eﬃcace e scientiﬁcamente provato nel trattamento
del dolore.

I regolamenti della nostra Costituzione mi hanno posto in
questo ruolo, dal momento che avevo ricoperto l’incarico

Stiamo continuando il nostro lavoro sul sito web e abbia-

di secondo vicepresidente.

mo proposto un nuovo logo per il quale attendiamo i vostri commenti.

Svolgerò il mio compito con entusiasmo e determinazione in collaborazione con il nostro Consiglio Direttivo, che

Inﬁne, vorrei ringraziare Asa Fe Kockum, che ha contri-

continuerà il lavoro intrapreso con l'unico scopo di pro-

buito allo sviluppo della ESH, così come la nostra segre-

muovere il bene comune della ESH e dell’ipnosi.

taria amministrativa Christine Henderson per il continuo
e utile supporto svolto per molti anni. Grazie ad entram-

Devo iniziare questa lettera ringraziando Martin Wall, che

be. Auguro loro il meglio per il loro futuro.

ha servito la nostra Società per molti anni con grande
dedizione. Sono particolarmente lieto di aver collaborato

In conclusione, vorrei dare il benvenuto a Ali Özden Öz-

con lui al reintegro della CFHTB all'interno della ESH. È

türk come nuovo membro del Consiglio Direttivo della

stato un privilegio e un onore aver incontrato questo

ESH in sostituzione di Asa. Ali porta con sé una grande

grande uomo. Grazie, Martin.

esperienza nella divulgazione etica dell'ipnosi e nel sostegno e nello sviluppo della ESH.

Proseguiremo il lavoro già iniziato, unendo le forze per
arrivare con successo al Congresso di Basilea 2020.

Un benvenuta anche Nicola McIntyre che sostituisce
Christine Henderson, assumendo il ruolo di nuova re-

Nuove società europee si uniscono a noi e altre bussano

sponsabile amministrativa.

alla porta della ESH. Continueremo ad accoglierle mantenendo salde le linee guida e gli standard elevati che ab-

Non vedo l’ora di iniziare a lavorare insieme, con l’obietti-

biamo stabilito ﬁn dalla fondazione della ESH.

vo di progredire per il bene comune.
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Editor’s Letter
Consuelo Casula
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The wind of change brought some news on the
ESH Board. By pure chance the change
coincides with the arrival of spring, as Martin Wall
in his farewell letter, recalled. And the spring, as
nature teaches us, awakes not only the
hibernating animals but also plants, ﬂowers, and
all the human beings.
Nature teaches us that after the darkest and
coldest winter the spring comes out bringing us
light, and warmth, and the fertile land prepares
itself to receive diﬀerent seeds that will then turn
themselves into ﬂowers and fruits in the season
of harvesting, the ﬂourishing summer.
This ESHNL witnesses the passing of the baton
between the resigned ESH President, Martin
Wall, and the new interim ESH president Gérard
Fitoussi who will remain in oﬃce until the
elections that will be held at the next ESH
Congress in Basel August 2020.
Gérard is the ﬁrst ESH President coming from
France, where the hypnotic community is strong
and well settled.
ESHNL readers already know Gérard Fitoussi
because, since the ﬁrst issue, December 2017,
he is not only the translator of the President’s
letter into his mother tongue, but also the
responsible of the Connection with the French
Community column. Also in this issue he
prepared for us an interesting interview with
Isabelle Nicklès and updated us on what is going
on in France with some short reviews of books
and journals.

Following ESHNL tradition, also the other
collaborators, whom I sincerely thank for their
precious contribution, sent their contributions:
Peter Naish let us know what happens in the
research ﬁeld, Randi Abrahamsen wrote what
came out of the questionnaire for European
Certiﬁcate Holders, Silvia Zanotta interviews
Susanna Carolusson in the column dedicated to
Ego State Therapy. Under the column dedicated
to the International Society of Hypnosis there is
an interesting interview with Giuseppe De
Benedittis chair of the W.H.O. ISH committee.
Marilia Baker agreed to dedicate her column on
connection with the Ericksonian Foundation to
Betty Alice Erickson who left us on 17 January
2019. I know that when you read this ESHNL, her
passing has already been known to you for
several weeks. I hope your sadness will be
soothed by reading the various eulogies collected
here where some friends express their
admiration, esteem and love for her.
If you wish to read more about Betty Alice, called
B.A. by her friends, Jeﬀ Zeig sent us the link
where other tributes are gathered by the Erickson
Foundation:
http://www.erickson-foundation.org/betty-alicetribute/.
Unfortunately Marie Jeanne Bremer could not
prepare her contribution on German connection,
we will read hers in the next June ESHNL issue.
I wish you all a new spring of your life full of light,
and creativity.
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Interview with
Isabelle Nicklès

Dear Isabelle can you tell us about your ﬁrst

By
Gérard Fitoussi

How did you pursue your path?

encounter with hypnosis?
My very ﬁrst encounter with hypnosis was in fact
with traditional hypnosis done by a magnetizer.
It was around 1975, and I was 14 years old. One
of my friends, during her wedding night, got a
severe headache and I did my very ﬁrst hypnoanalgesia.
It was a kind of magic because we used a glass
of water that was put upside down on her hair, it
was watertight by capillarity! The headache was
gone and the bride could enjoy the evening! I do
not know what puzzled me the most: the bizarre
experience with the physics of the ﬂuid in the
glass or the eﬃciency of the hypnosis method!

Life went on and in the 1980, as a medical student, I met another hypnotist who helped people
quit smoking.
In order to do that, he was doing magnetic passes on the neck coupling it with suggestions of
sensations of burns each time you were going to
smoke. It worked very well, I was a very receptive subject until he made a suggestion of regression to a past life which brutally awoke my rational mind.
I immediately ended the trance, the relationship,
I resumed smoking and developed an aversion
toward hypnosis and I forgot about it. Years passed, I opened a private practice and by synchro-
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nicity hypnosis came for a third time into my life.
It was at the end of 1990 when a friend of mine,
a psychiatrist trained in medical hypnosis, understood that my strength of conviction with my patients was is part due to the fact that I was doing
hypnosis without knowing it! I remember thinking «Doing Hypnosis, me? Never!…».

have more mental ﬂexibility! I started more and
more to use hypnosis to help my patients, to experiment, to teach, and to transmit what I learned. I ended becoming one of the most ardent
defenders of hypnosis. Ironic no?
How did you end up creating the l’IMHE in
Montpellier?

Then I told to myself, that if I’m doing hypnosis
without knowing what I was doing, I might as
well get a good training. I joined a training society for health professionals in Paris and from there it became a real passion. I could envision all
we could bring to our patients and what discoveries neurosciences could bring to us. It’s also at
this period of my life that I did a lot of «selftaught experiments».
In complete safety with other colleagues (surgeons, anesthesiologist, dermatologist) not familiar with hypnosis, we did a series of hypnotic experiments with patients or doing self-hypnosis
on «extremes» conditions where there was anxiety or painful with or without local or general
anesthesia.

It occurred naturally after having ﬁrst created an
organization aﬃliated to the one in Paris where I
was trained. Our interests diverged and I left the
institute. In 2008 with two friends and colleagues I created the IMHEM. In parallel to this,
with medical faculty at Montpellier, we created a
university diploma for medical hypnosis. In addition, we began training the nurses of a cancer
center in these techniques. Developing, exploring, and transmitting this knowledge was a source of inspiration and motivation for me.
Can you tell us about yourself and your
background?

In this way I learned a lot, and it gave me access
to an experiential knowledge which I could use
to ﬁlter what I was reading about hypnosis and
neurosciences. It was a very creative time for
me. My brain was thriving with new ideas, my
brain was bubbling with ideas: I made associations and I was imagining!

I was born in Tunisia, July 1961, during a period
that is known as the events of North Africa, an
anxious time. I have lived in Montpellier since I
was six months old and carried out all my studies here. I believe I always wanted to be a doctor. I never really asked myself what else I wanted to do. If I had listened to some of my professors, I would have never even have done university studies.

Of course, there is still so much to discover and
so many questions I still ask myself. In fact the
more I age, the more I have questions and the
more uncertainties I have! I think it helped me to

I had to take the Baccalaureate exam twice and
it took me three years to ﬁnish my ﬁrst year of
medical school! In this period, I was having a difﬁcult and complicated existential moment…With
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my diploma in hand, I went to the psychiatric hospital of Basse Terre in Guadeloupe. In order to
remain close to my family, I turned down the career of a psychiatrist that had opened up to me.
At the end, I ended up practicing without having
to prescribe drugs. I married and divorced twice
and had three children in less than two-and-half
years. Two of my children are twins (28), and the
third is 26.
What else do you enjoy doing?
Doing nothing: the beauty of nature, love, and
sincerity are all sources of inspiration for me!
Who are the practitioners who have inﬂuen-

Outside the word of hypnosis since my early
years in medicine, Professor Jacques Touchon
taught me a lot about the state of conscience
and the conscience of oneself.
In what ways do you personally use hypnosis?
I personally use hypnosis and brief therapies to
treat addictions such as eating disorders, nicotine, psychosomatic disorders, anxiety, depression, phobias, sleep disorders, stopping medications etc… but also to treat chronic pain or to
prepare patients who experience acute pain; students before scholarly exams; and also some
athletes.

ced you?
In the world of hypnosis, Erickson of course! I
didn’t know him but his inﬂuence is alive and it
has guided me. I was also moved by the fact
that Roxanna Erickson-Klein did a video conference for our 11th Forum in Montpellier. It’s important that an Ericksonian spirit is maintained
especially in this moment where recreational
hypnosis is coming back with force.
A lot of practitioners have enriched my life, some
of them became friends. Some have a special
inﬂuence: Dominique Megglé, Gérard Ostermann who shed light upon this path. Gérard Salem, Alain Vallée et Jean Philippe Lenoir who were my professors in hypnosis and therapy, the latter became friends. I also think of John Edgette
whose deep voice I can still hear.

In the oncology center ICM, we recently completed a study about how to use medical Eriksonian
hypnosis (learning self-hypnosis ) for patients
undergoing chemotherapy for breast cancer. I
also use hypnosis to help patients accept reconstruction when needed. Self-hypnosis is also
useful for me in order to diagnosis, to better understand people and their emotions.
I also worked in medical aesthetic ﬁeld and
when I’m doing technical things, hypnosis helps
me to concentrate, focus and enhance my creativity and reﬂexivity.
Naturally I also use suggestions in other ways:
to decrease pain and anxiety but also to help
heal which can be very helpful with scars. It reminds me of an experience when I was in Namibia on a trek: one of my colleague’s feet were
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The last few years we have organized, with the
faculty of medicine, an annual colloquium in
hypnosis with free entrance to help professionals diﬀuse and promote the knowledge about
hypnosis. This was an experience. Some of my
colleagues at the CFHTB suggested that IMHEM
organized this forum, and we accepted.

The guest speakers during the plenary sessions
are all high level national or international specialists renowned in neurosciences, hypnosis or
brief therapies: Roxanna Erickson-Klein, Thierry
Servillat, Michael Schekter, Jean Marc Benhaiem, Michel Kerouac, Antoine Bioy, Dominique
Megglé, Gerard Ostermann, Camillo Loriedo, Patrick Lemoine, Julien Betbeze, Pierre Bustany,
Ariane Giacobino, Marie Elisabeth Faymonville,
Nicole Malaise, Anne-Sophie Nyssen, Audrey
Vanhauden, Hugues Duﬀau, Jacques Touchon,
Pierre Castelnau, Térésa Robles, Jean Becchio,
Gaston Brosseau, Patrick Bellet, Roland Jouvent, Olivier Cottencin, Alain Vallée, Giorgio Nardone.

What do you expect to come from this?

You are carrying out multiple activities. Could

bleeding and she couldn’t continue walking. We
used hypnosis in this unreal setting. In two days,
she had completely healed.
You are in charge of the next Forum of the
CFHTB in May 2019. What motivated you to
propose to l’IMHEM to organize this forum?

For the CFHTB an increase in recognition which
grows more and more after each Forum, the ﬁrst
one was organized twenty years ago. We are expecting more publicity among health professionals and hopefully among the wider public so
that they will better understand how to use
hypnosis and in which ways. And ﬁnally, for
IMHEM, that is doing this for free, stronger visibility and more recognition.
Who are your special guests and what are the
themes for this forum?
Sciences, prescience, conscience. Hypnosis at
the frontier of reality. Thus far, we are going to
have 182 speakers participating in various round
tables, workshops, and posters.

you tell us what motivates you to do that?
The well-being of the patients, the intellectual satisfaction for me, and the pleasure of teaching
my students give me the strength for all these
activities.
Do you know ESH? What do you think of it?
What are your expectations of it?
I know the ESH, because I had the pleasure to
present my work at the 11th Congress in Vienna,
I met very friendly and open people. I am hoping
for an improved collaboration and partnership
with them. We have the same goals and interests. I am, however, handicapped by not speaking English, unfortunately!
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How do you envision the future of hypnosis?
I think that hypnosis in France is ﬂourishing. More and more diﬀerent health professionals are
using it. We are gaining more and more followers. Besides the DU at the faculty of medicine, I have been teaching medical students for
the last six years. It takes approximately 20
hours to give them a sense of what is hypnosis.
Each year, more students take the class, which
is optional. They are eager to follow the course,
which combines a humanistic and a scientiﬁc approach.
In your opinion, what are the challenges for
the year to come?
Ethics and organizing hypnosis training is a real
challenge due to the fact that all the countries in
Europe don’t have the same standard regulations. And to ﬁght against the return of magical
beliefs that recreational hypnosis has been popularized to the public.

and of itself. There is a great deal of comparison
between hypnosis and meditation or relaxation
for example. But, what is the speciﬁc purpose of
hypnosis? Reimbursement from social security
would be a symbolic victory, but, knowing the
ﬁnancial situation in France, it would be the
death of hypnosis!
What message would you like to transmit to
your students?
To understand the diﬀerence between the process and the therapeutic task and to always stay
within a scientiﬁc basis. Hypnosis is an excellent
framework for health professionals to feel that
they are not only delivering human services, but
experiencing unique human interactions.
What are your projects for the future?
Going on vacations … and to continue to work.
In my waking dreams, I would say to win at the
lottery in order to build a research laboratory in
experimental hypnosis!

What is the next step for hypnosis so that it
ﬁnds its’ place in the wider medical community? Diploma? Oﬃcial recognition? Reimbursement?
A European degree could be interesting as well
as more research on the process of hypnosis in

A last word to our European readers?
The future is full of promising great discoveries!
All the secrets of hypnosis are not all yet revealed!
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What’s appening in France
A white Paper
We have already informed our readers about the
meeting that took place at Paris VII University Diderot, November 23-24 and that gathered all those who are interested in the future of hypnosis in
France. University professors, members of the
administrations and representatives of diﬀerent
institutes as well as Claude Virot for the ISH, or
myself for ESH were all present. A patient also
oﬀered a very moving testimony informing us
how he went through the hurdles of its illness
and how hypnosis helped him. How to organize
hypnosis?, who are the trainers?, who do we
train? …all these questions were addressed. All
the participants felt that the event was a success. After the event of the “Etats généraux” a
white paper will be written and sent to the decision-makers in France.

make this event a success. If you are interested
you can ﬁnd the link on cfhtb.org.
Books review

It will include an assessment of the state of affairs regarding hypnosis in France in 2018, as
well as recommendations made by the professions on the diﬀerent subjects regarding teaching and practicing of hypnosis.
The 11th Forum de la CFHTB in Montpellier 14 Mai 2019
The bi-annual forum of the CFHTB will take place next May in Montpellier where all the practitioners of hypnosis enjoy meeting and gathering
together to learn the latest information on hypnosis training, to mingle, and exchange ideas with
their fellow hypnosis colleagues. Isabelle Nicklès
(see interview) is working hard with her team to

Satas Editions published “La sagesse de Milton Erickson“ of Ronald A. Havens, translation
of the American edition “The wisdom of Milton
H. Erickson”. In this book, the author wanted to
ﬁll a gap between Dr. Erickson’s numerous
books, conferences and articles, and a concise
presentation of his ideas and concepts that guided him in his works. The authors did the tremendous work of reading all the papers and
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books written by Erickson and organizing them
in three diﬀerent sections, each one having three
to six chapters. It will be familiar to those who
know the ideas of Erickson; for the beginners it
will be a good way to enter his seminal work.
The reader will ﬁnd chapters about observation,
what are the goal of psychotherapy, how to emphasize therapeutic alliance, how to help the patient changes and how to become an hypnotherapist. What is interesting is that all the words
are those of Erickson and each are documented
with his precise bibliography. A very helpful book
for trainers, writers, and students.

ﬁrst in Canada and now in its sixth edition. Michel Kerouac founded and directed the Milton
H.Erickson institute of Quebec since 1986. He
has a tremendous experience in training and this
book is the essence of it in the subject of metaphors.
The book comes with diﬀerent tools like a scorecard, and a very speciﬁc compass. He reviews
the diﬀerent aspects of the metaphors in the
light of Ericksonian teaching with exercises and
illustrations. Kerouac describes the diﬀerent types of metaphors, how to build one, it’s association with folktales.
He also gives examples of therapeutic stories
with children, adolescent and adults. It’s not easy to describe this book and it’s more a useful
companion to the teaching of Kerouac than a
book that can be read alone. Once one went to
a training seminar with Kerouac, the book will
bring all its depth and value.
Under the direction of Antoine Bioy and Isabelle
Célestin-Lhopiteau, Dunod edition published
“Hypnothérapie et hypnose médicale en 57
notions”. This collective book will help anyone
interested in having reliable information upon different subjects in hypnosis in a concise and handy volume.

Satas edition published another book of Michel
Kerouac intitled “Métaphores avec ou sans
hypnose” “Métaphores with or without hypnosis”, with a foreword by Jeﬀrey Zeig. Published

Each chapter gives a summary of what is known
about hypnosis at the time of the publication,
with a bibliography on the subject and examples
of clinical situation. The book is divided in twelve
parts, with diﬀerent chapters in each part. One
doesn’t have to read the book extensively, but
can go to the chapter that is of some interest
and ﬁnd the information needed. How to work
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with emotions, what do we know about hypnosis and neurosciences, the importance of therapeutic alliance, the break of ties within the family, sexuality, and a chapter on grief are among
the subjects addressed. A short and useful book
for the practitioner interested in hypnosis.

Journal review
In the N°5 issue of the journal Transes, the central matter is the “Inconsience”.
In his editorial, the editor in chief of the journal,
Thierry Servillat, reminds us that the hypnosis
practitioner is an expert in “fuzziness” and that
to be an expert in that matter and to be very close to the patient we have to be “very precise”.
We are not to propose a ready-made recipe but
the one that will ﬁt this unique patient in front of
us.
Christian Martens continue his promenade
through the discovery of painters who through
their arts open to us new direction. He showed
in this issue the “Café Turc” a painting of August
Macke in the Munich museum. Antoine Bioy presented the work of Sandor Ferenczi, ”disciple,
patient, friend and conﬁdent” of Freud.
This review goes beyond the ﬁeld of hypnosis,
and, as its title says “TRANSES”, it walks us
through others ﬁelds, dreams and arts to nurture
our thoughts.
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Interview with Susanna Carolusson
By Silvia Zanotta
3@@<D2?54@ 2FE9@C@7E9C663@@<D CE:4=6D
see: www.carolussons.se
Susanna, how did you get to know Ego State
Therapy?

Susanna Carolusson, MSc. from Sweden is
one of the most experienced Ego State Therapy trainers worldwide and well known
throughout the hypnosis community. She is a
licensed psychologist, licensed psychotheraA:DE 46CE:j65 @5J &DJ49@E96C2A:DE 46CE:j65
DFA6CG:D@CE62496C@7&DJ49@E96C2AJ+!L
46CE:j65)*EC2:?6C2?5DFA6CG:D@C 
FCE96C>@C6 D96 :D &2DE AC6D:56?E 9@?@C2CJ
>6>36C @7 )) A2DE 65:E@C @7 fJA?@Dg
past vice president ESTI executive board,
>6>36C @7 )* @2C5 A2DE >6>36C @7 )
cor and ISH cor, past member of the ISH
Award nominee committee, member of ISH
membership application committe, member of
E9665:E@C:2=3@2C5@7!2:C@D2?52FE9@C@7EH@

First, there is not much new under the sun. So, I
begin my answer with my favourite perspective;
history, roots and epistemology. I was trained in
psychodynamic, existential, hypnotic and guided
imagery, Transactional Analysis, Family,
Psychosynthesis and Psychodrama, Gestalt and
Body therapy. In several of these programs, the
AFL=JN=FLAGF G> F9EAF? =?G H9JLK AF ;GFkA;L  9F<
dealing with them in kind of negotiations was part
of the training. Lewis Wolberg was another of my
early teachers, and then, I invited Onno vander
Hart to teach my students similar approaches.
And in the early 90ies, Marlene Hunter introduced
E= LG L@= g<AKKG;A9LAN=g L=;@FAIM=K K@= =KHGMsed when she had patients who functioned as distinct separate personalities, as in DID. I got the
impression, she had a lot in common with Richard Kluft.
So, from my previous knowledge I could see, that
Helen and John Watkins did not really invent
anything new. I think they would agree. Psychology is not technical engineering. What they did
however, which was a crucial mark in the history
of hypnosis, was to teach theory and practice in
a coherent academically sustainable theoretical
framework, and create some mind-opening and
K9>= L=;@FAIM=K  0@=Q <=N=DGH=< AF 9 ;J=<A:D=
and devoted way, the psychoanalytical ego-theori-
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es, by teaching and not the least practising Ego
State Therapy. Their personal inﬂuence was probably boosted by their inviting colleagues to do
personal therapy with them, and in this way making a diﬀerence for EST in the international and
european societies of hypnosis. There is a similarity with M H Erickson here. Personal meetings
matter.
So, Marlene Hunter introduced me to the
Watkins, either 1988 in der Haag or 1990 in Konstanz. I was a faculty chair of hypnosis trainings
in SSCH, and decided to invite them to teach
my students. So, I got to know Ego State Therapy in the Watkins’ version, by attending their
workshops at the International and the European
Congresses from then on: Munich, Vienna, Rome and during those meetings we became
friends.
You belong to the Ego State Therapy trainers

and the calm tempo in the streets of Gothenburg.
I had many private discussions with both of
them, together and separately. I was impressed
by the lack of competition between the two of
them, and how they praised and admired each
other. I know by own experience that a married
couple teaching together can cause som friction.
They managed by respecting each other’s expertise as a bit diﬀerent. They appeared as John
being the expert on theory and Helen being the
master clinician. They told me they liked that role taking, complementing each other. Helen even
told me she did not want to compete with her
husband on the domain of theorizing and John
always praised her clinical excellence, from
which he learnt the importance of resonance, he
told me.

who have known and learnt from the Watkins
personally. How was that and how did it inﬂuence your work?
I will focus on your choice of word ”personally”:
When they were in Sweden, teaching my students in 1994, 1998 and 2002, I always attended
and learned new aspects. Each visit, they spent
about 20–30 hours teaching and supervising.
Personally, I was impressd by their capacity to
integrate theory and practice, and their intense
involvement, yet calm and at ease. We had many dinners and coﬀees, and they used to stay
with me and my husband some extra days. Helen loved Gothenburg and she loved my
husband, too. They had much in common;
warmth, originality, a ﬂing for gourmet food and
good wines. Helen enjoyed the nice inhabitants

Well, those of us who knew him, also knew that
Jack (his informal Ego State) had clinical skills,
too. It was actually Claire Frederick who opened
my eyes and corrected my presupposition that
this role taking was applied in practice as well.
But of course, Jack’s own clinical excellence in
his pioneering trauma therapy with veterans was
outstanding.
I also realised that John saw himself as a respected authority. I challenged that role of his, in
favour of Helen, when he on one occasion demanded that we cancel her demonstration from
the program. It was the last afternoon at a workshop under my leadership. Helen had not yet demonstrated her Chair Technique, and in my opinion that was an indispensable part of the program. John’s theoretical discussions had enga27

ged people in prolonged Q and A sessions. So,
at lunchtime, I asked Helen to do her demonstration in the afternoon. She accepted. We entered
the classroom and informed Jack. He (now
John, I suppose) protested with great authority,
claiming it was risky, so late in the workshop,
not being able to follow up abreactive reactions.
I told him I took that responsibility, I would care
for my students and the possible side-eﬀects
and need for follow-up. John had the last word:
”Not with me present!” and left. Helen started
her demonstration and John, (now Jack?) came
back after 10 minutes and sat in the back of the
room. He had a look of acceptance.
Well, apparently he liked strong women, he had
actually married one, so after that occasion Jack
started consulting me about a project he had,
writing a novel. One evening, when Helen was
supervising my students, Jack and I discussed
his project, he read his manuscript aloud, asking
for advice. Actually, it was Helen who encouraged him to ask me to support his writing a novel
draft. He was embarrassed to take my time after
oﬃce hours, a humble personality trait I had not
realised before. And then the three of us kept paper-mail contact about the novel, about our lives
and about hypnosis.
How is this relevant to your EST training and
teaching?
I don’t exactly know why, but being personal
and on equal level with teachers, makes it easier
to let go of the idealisation of the same, with the
risk of becoming some copy-cat, and instead
adapting their teachings into my existing sytem
of experience, to make it genuinely my way. So,

back to how my personal learning from Watkins,
inﬂuenced me:
I was always impressed by Helen’s calm. She
did not have any stage nerves, no need to be in
privacy to prepare before teaching, no need to
have a ”warming up”-ceremony in the morning.
She just discussed with me all kind of things until she, in a second, switched into her teaching
state and had an immediate rapport with the audience.
There she was, in her high quality dresses, often
in a violet colour, a hair style that was classical,
always perfect. She was proud of her style, and
did not hesitate telling me she never washed
dresses, but always sent her dresses to dry cleaning. In Sweden, that could have been regarded
as an upper class attitude, but we compared our
economies and realised, that in Sweden we did
not have any low paid occupations, and only very expensive ”dry cleaners”, so we both learnt
about cultural-political diﬀerences. Interestingly,
as Sweden has moved right politically, this has
changed now. I feel I have a lot in common with
Helen, and yet we are very diﬀerent as women.
One evening, as Helen and Jack had just arrived
to Gothenburg, we had a ”how are you, what
has happened since last time”-meeting. Helen
told me about some hardships, and I told them
about my son’s accident, his brain injury and our
struggle. She listened, she asked, she listened.
When I left them outside their hotel, Helen looked sincerely at me, saying with stamina: ”My
hat oﬀ for you, Susanna! I would not have had
the strength you have”, which I am sure she
would have. Only that nobody can imagine their
own resources until they must.
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Helen never told me her age, so I was in the belief that she was much younger than Jack, and it
was not until she died, that I realised that she
was at least 15 years older than she looked. She
once told me how empty it would be to eventually become a widow, so I took the opportunity to
discuss the eventuality of such a fate, and my
wish to have her teach in Sweden, even if Jack
would not be with us anymore. ”No!”, she could
not do their workshops alone, she would feel like
betraying him. That eventually did not happen,
destiny made Jack a widower. We kept contact.
He came to Stockholm as a private participant
to our SSCH annual meeting, and he proudly
danced a jitterbug. Jack was so happy to realize
that he still was able to dance, so he decided to
take up his ballroom dancing back home in US
… and to ﬁnd himself a new wife.
As he told me that, the ”Helen’s husband ego
state” intervened: ”Helen is and always will be
ﬁrst and best. No woman can ever take her place. It is unfair for a second wife, but I need the
company of a woman”. He sent me letters, always hand-written. Short notices on how life
went on with work, family and future plans.
I owe them. Helen taught me to relax, and be myself in the act of teaching. John taught me to discipline myself and invest with joy, the pleasure
of writing and teaching, and having the choice to
write short stories as well, just for the fun of it.
How popular is Ego State Therapy in Sweden?
Honestly, there are still colleagues in psychology
and psychotherapy who have never heard of
Ego State Therapy. But as soon as they have, eit-

her by the published Swedish books, by the
Swedish Society of Hypnosis, or through colleagual reputation, they are instantly very interested. I have also seen a rising popularity among
psychologists, to learn Ego State Therapy, in particular after I succeeded to make it accredited as
an optional choice in specialist training for
psychologists.
How is the training connected to hypnosis?
The connection to hypnosis is evident. First: I
learned EST in the context of hypnosis training.
My clinical experience has later conﬁrmed that
Ernest Hilgard’s early introduction of the concept ”hidden observer” and ”states of mind”,
was a great contribution to the theory of clinical
hypnosis. The techniques to uncover hidden
knowledge, from subconscious states, were studied and conceptualised as hypnotic phenomena before the concept Ego State Therapy was
renown. So in my opinion, Ego State Therapy in
its clinical sense, has roots down into hypnoanalytic techniques.
You only need to read Erica Fromm’s case illustrations in ”Hypnotherapy and Hypnoanalysis”
to see how much of Ego state work is there, under the name of hypnoanalysis. Even the EST
Chair technique with open eyes and no hypnotic
induction, can be trance inducing, per se, in the
eyes of someone who knows how to use hypnotic phenomena. So, the more competent you are
in hypnosis, the more skilled you become in Ego
State Therapy. And of course, the more competence you have from various schools, the more
you can integrate and combine, to ﬁt each unique client. My answer is also about loyalty.
When I was asked to be part of the Ego State
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Therapy International in Heidelberg 2011, thanks
to the Watkins having recommended me as a
good representative (source: W. Hartmann), I
saw no reason to start a new Swedish EST-society or teaching institute in my name. I had invested so much time and energy in SSCH and I also wanted to oﬀer the SSCH to take advantage
of this opportunity to associate EST with hypnosis. The Board members saw it as a possibility
to enrich and renew the society and attract new
members. The EST training in Sweden is now in
three steps/levels: A basic level, included in the
basic 64 hrs hypnosis training. Then, a middle
level included in the the total of 200 hours hypnosis training, or some equivalent. And ﬁnally, I administer and supervise a 100 hrs advanced training for the ESTI certiﬁcate level.
You integrate Ego State Therapy with Creative, Ericksonian and Psychodynamic Therapies. Can you explain how?
I guess you have seen this particular combination of approaches, in the title of my workshop
in Toronto in June this year. I chose to cover these four approaches, mainly because there is a
limit to what can be covered in two days! My attempt to integrate, has to do with my personal
career in learning and developing my practice. In
my ﬁrst ten years of training in hypnosis and academic psychology, I was extremely curious and
ambitious, and if there was anything out there
that could improve my clinical skills, or academic reasoning as a teacher, I didn’t want to miss
it.
I studied Family Therapy Solution Focused brief
therapies, Rogerian, Logo- and Existential, and
as I said above, other orientations as well. I stu-

died cypernetics for my work as organisation
consultant, and Body psychotherapy to complete my hypnosis skills with body awareness and
how body-work can be integrated in a professional psychotherapy frame. I studied everything
that attracted me, so there you have the criteria
for my choices. What did not attract me, were
those ﬁxed manualised techniques or protocols,
which are popular nowadays and even meant to
be necessary in research, a statement to which I
do not agree. I don’t want to be a robot, it would
bore me to death.
Finally, I will explain the combination you ask
about in your question. Psychodynamic therapy
is my basic foundation for understanding the mysteries of unconscious processes, as they are
presenting in clinical work. To understand regressive behaviour and how it can be used constructively in transference work is a precious competence that I will never abandon. I know that I share this with Claire Frederick, one of the teachers
in the Swedish training. And how do I combine
this with Ericksonian therapy? I would rather say
”How could I not?”.
I was a friend of Betty Alice, one of Milton Eriksons daughters, and through her I have gained a
deeper understanding than through Erickson’s
self nominated apprentices, about how Erickson
came to be a model of intelligent communication, in the art of facilitating and evoking unconscious resources for healing.
His openminded respectful way of listening to
patients can be integrated in any therapy, just
like he himself ﬁrst was a behavior therapist in
his orientation, then became more and more of
everything his patients taught him to be. He
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can’t be put in one frame of school, and it is
clear that his followers, the ”Ericksonians”, have
very diﬀerent therapeutic styles. Steven Gilligan,
for example, teaches something very similar to
EST, when he talks about selves and aliens in
the same person. Milton Erickson described in a
seminar, his ﬁrst realisation that someone in the
staﬀ was a multiple personality with hidden alters, and how he creatively addressed the alter,
in order to understand the dissociation more.
What are your important goals, options, wishes for future development of Ego State Therapy? In your country? Internationally?
It is a diﬃcult question for me to express goals,
because I never had a habit of formulating goals.
I am raised in the oldfashioned working class culture, so I do everything I do as good as I can,
and hope that will lead to a good future, as a result of industry. It may as well be a very Swedish
attitude in my generation, from our Lutheran heritage. But hypnosis lessons taught me that, even
I have wishes that may take courage to express,
it may be worth a try. Wishes are not promises,
like ”goals” are in my very personal experience
of that word. So, let me take the courage to express wishes!
First, for Sweden and EST: I wish that what happens now continues. We now have smaller classes than 20 years ago. Each year in hypnosis
training we have about four to eight new members and participants in East and West, respectively, very interested and active. EST training is
national, and located in west, and after the ﬁrst
12 participants 2013, we then have had four eight each year. 40-20 years ago SSCH hypnosis classes had 25 participants. Sounds like a de-

crease, yes. But how many of them continued
using hypnosis, and also became active members of SSCH? I estimate four - eight from each
class! So, yes! I hope for the same as now, we
are fewer members, fewer participants, but the
quality has not decreased. Probably the opposite. For EST I hope the same: Really interested
members who will use EST and hypnosis,
spread a good reputation, and be active in
SSCH and eventually in ESH, ISH and ESTI. Personally, I have taken a step back from the faculty
chair of hypnosis programs, and am now just supervisor and teacher. For EST, I will still chair
and administer the teaching this year, and from
2020 I hope one of the ESTI-certiﬁed trainers will
take over the faculty chair. In sum: I hope to
coach more EST therapists to teaching positions
and responsibilities.
Internationally, I can’t say I have retired. I had a
plan to retire to half time or less, only working
where I was already booked. I had not expected
to receive more requests than ever before, to teach abroad! I had to ask myself how I want to
spend this last third (or less) of my life. The
answer is: This is an opportunity to share what I
have learned after a long professional investment in learning. As long as they ask me to
come and teach, I will consider the option seriously. I will do seven workshops abroad, and
continue teaching and supervising in Sweden, to
2021, as far as I can see.
My wish is to see a new generation of competent colleagues and a growing respect for hypnosis-based Ego State Therapy worldwide. Like
hypnosis, EST is an adjunct in the hands of a
professional, who has the oﬃcial competence to
deal with patients problems also without hypno-
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sis/EST, in state licensed health and care. Although I propose for integration of techniques, in
our basic teaching we mustn’t water down the
techniques too much. In clinical practice however, the most experienced therapists integrate
professional techniques to such a level that it is
diﬃcult for an observer to see what is EST,
hypnosis, guided imagery, somatic bridge,
hypnoanalysis, etc.
But when teaching, as we have discussed in the
ESTI, I see a value in keeping the Watkins’ techniques as a common ground, which unites us in
ESTI. Upon that, we are free to add our competence from other areas, e.g. CBT, PDT, Somatic/
Body therapies, Guided Imagery, etc.
I do not believe in attempts to commit us to a
universal detailed content in our training programs, same for all, neither for the European
hypnosis certiﬁcation, nor for the ESTI certiﬁcation. We are so many experienced members and
constituent societies, who have a long tradition
of solid educational development.
To tame them (us) into detailed teaching contents would cause splitting. Who would be in a
position to be the most experienced, and decide
over the others? None! I wish a future of mutual
trust within a professional teaching frame of quality. The frame will need a quantity criteria (teaching hours), a uniting vision, and deﬁnition of
quality criteria. We already have it, so we need
to take good care of it!

Please add anything you think important or
interesting for the ESH-community!
I think we need to raise an awareness of why the
constituent societies want to stay as members.
And why new societies apply for membership.
ESH is attractive as a professional community. I
am sure this attraction has something to do with
the honour of being regarded as a professional
provider of hypnosis and to belong to a distinguished group of colleagues, for mutual inspiration and research. In order to uphold and develop the clinical and scientiﬁc quality of ESH and
its CSs, our congresses are of utmost importance.
I admire the scientiﬁc committees for the ungrateful work to choose or deny abstracts. They
need to have the courage to disappoint abstract
senders who don’t fulﬁll the criteria, or don’t add
relevant contributions to the program. I would
like to honour those who volunteer to these committees.
Finally, one of the main reasons we have a European Society in the ﬁrst place, is to oﬀer our
clients some umbrella-garantee for quality, i e
our providers of hypnosis are in a profession and
occupation that is legalised in the CSs health
and care system, as they now are deﬁned in our
membership criteria. I hope it stays that way.
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Connection with

a new Russian Society of Hypnosis

By
Susanna
Carolusson

Image by F.C.

Invited by a new Russian Society for Hypnosis, with the vision of fulﬁlling the criteria for
being a CS in ESH, Susanna Carolusson has
started a two year hypnosis training for medical and psychological hypnosis in the health
and care professions.

It began by a coincidence. In 2017, I felt like
traveling somewhere with my husband. He
stopped joining me at congresses 25 years
ago, because he realised I was split between
meetings with colleagues and our need for some private vacation. So now I wanted us to
have a private trip, for the ﬁrst for a very long
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time. But St Petersburg was new for us and
O=<GFiLKH=9C.MKKA9F %9KC=<0MC9=N.9Khid for a contact in St Petersburg, in case of
an emergency or just some assistance.
That way I met Svetlana Hetrick who took us
to dinner and to a marvellous Balalajka concert. However, this private vacation, lead to
an invitation to help Svetlana construct a serious professional Russian hypnosis society,
OAL@ LJ9AFAF? G> @A?@ IM9DALQ  9K AF /O=<=F  %
suggested to her we follow the ESH ECP criteria, and eventually their society could become a CS of ESH. So, in May 2018 we were
LOG L=9;@=JK  &GK=jF9 $9FK=F //$ HJ=KAdent, DDS, and me, starting the basic training
in medical and psychological hypnosis. The
second part of their 74 hrs basic training, was

done in December, with Martin Wall, DDS and
me as teachers.
We had a lovely time. Live interpretation, almost simultaneous, and very eager participants, engaged us totally. I was so happy to
share the time with Martin, for mutual exchange and after-work discussions, planning and
adapting to the participants previous experience and professional levels.
During 2019-2020 the advanced part will be
oered, and we plan to have Swedish teachers and a Swedish-Russian interpreter for
this program, which will focus on hypnosis
for psychologists and psychotherapists. Svetlana and Martin are organising a separate
training program for dentists and physicians.

Martin Wall and Susanna Carolusson teaching in Russia
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By
Peter
Naish

Connection with
Research Field

Photo by F.C.

In this edition I am going to consider

Review 126, 133-152.] My intention is to

issues raised in a long and complex paper,

write as much about the background as

published by researchers in Bruxelles.

about the paper itself, because the field is

[Martin, J-R and Pacherie, E (2019).

new, and unlikely to be familiar to many

Alterations of Agency in Hypnosis: A New

readers.

Predictive Coding Model. Psychological
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Since hypnosis can be thought of as an

necessary. The default rule in English is to

altered state of consciousness, it is useful

add -ed; look > looked, bake > baked,

to have some understanding of how

walk > walked and so on. As some of my

consciousness is normally established.

readers will be painfully aware, English has

That in turn requires knowledge of how the

many irregularities, such as go > went and

brain works, and it is only recently that we

see > saw. When children in Anglophone

have started to develop reasonably good

families start to learn they simply imitate,

models of brain function. You will notice

so can produce both ‘walked’ and ‘went’.

that the word ‘model’ is used in the title of
the paper, and it needs some explanation.

However, with increasing exposure they

We can make physical models of the brain,

begin unconsciously to pick up the rules

in plastic, and these are useful for teaching

and to apply them. Thus, as well as

the anatomical features, but they are not

managing to say ‘looked’ they produce

the models referred to in this paper. Here

e r ro r s s u c h a s ‘ g o e d ’ ( w e n t ) a n d

we are discussing functional models. Just

‘seed’ (saw). Eventually, with still further

as plastic mimics what the brain looks like,

exposure, the children lear n the

without using tissues, functional models

exceptions and their speech becomes

mimic what the brain does, without using

error free. It is fascinating and exciting that

neurons. Sometimes the models are

the network model went through exactly

implemented in computer software; if the

the same sequence of imitating, error

behaviour is similar to that of a real brain,

making and exception learning. This

then we can conclude that the real brain

provides strong evidence that our model of

may also function roughly in the way the

how a network could learn is a good

model does.

representation of how the brain achieves
this feat. The big difference is that the

The similarities can be quite striking. For

biological brain achieves the effect by

example, connectionist modelling seeks to

strengthening or weakening the abilities of

mimic networks of neurons, and to show

synapses to transmit neural activity, while

how they would learn. One such network

the model manipulates multiplication

was taught the rules of the English past

factors in sets of numbers, which

tense, by repeatedly presenting it with the

ultimately represent a ‘vote’ on what the

present and expecting it to produce the

output should be.

past in response, correcting it when
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The modelling we are considering here

Thomas Bayes who, in the 18th Century,

concerns the manner in which the brain

devised a mathematical procedure for

informs us about our world and leads to

combining two probabilities if both applied

our conscious awareness of it. Until quite

to the same thing. One of those

recently, people thought of the brain as a

probabilities is based upon current

recognition system, processing incoming

evidence, for example, it is very cloudy

information and deciding what it was,

outside and looks to me as if there is a

rather as electronic voice recognition

high chance of rain. The other probability

machines (such as Siri or Electra)

is based upon how likely the event would

recognise human words. In a sense this

have seemed before the latest evidence.

has been turned on its head. The brain
appears to behave as if it knows what is

To follow the same example, it is the

‘out there’ but just checks to make sure it

middle of Summer and rain is very rare.

is right. It is a prediction machine, that

(My example is obviously not in England,

continually updates its predictions, on the

where rain is never rare, especially in

basis of the latest information. However, it

Summer!) Bayes tells us not to be entirely

is not based solely upon new sensory

swayed by current evidence; remember

information; it also makes use of what it

how likely something is, based on past

knows already and, depending upon the

experience. This, it seems, is exactly what

circumstances, biases the decision in

the brain does, it adopts a Bayesian

varying degrees towards one or other of

approach to combining its prior

the two information sources. It sometimes

expectations with the latest information

gets the emphasis wrong, such as when

from the senses. Interestingly, although at

we hear what we expect to hear, rather

the deepest levels of processing the brain

than the actual word spoken.

makes full use of prior likelihood, when we
reason consciously we tend not to. I can

Like the past-tense model, the prediction

illustrate this with a little problem, to which

process has a mathematical basis, in this

many people give a wrong answer. There

case one with an interesting history. In

is a town which has two taxi firms, one

England there seems to have been almost

bigger than the other. So, 80% of the taxis

a tradition, in years gone by, that ministers

are yellow and just 20% are green. One

of religion engaged in other activities, from

dark, rainy night, when the visibility was

archaeology to engineering. One such was

poor, there was a hit-and-run accident
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involving a taxi. A witness said the taxi

predicted’ is close to ‘not intended’ and

was green. This was challenged, saying

the patients feel forced to find an external

the conditions made it impossible to judge

cause for the movement; they may decide

the colour. However, an optometrist tested

that their neighbours are controlling them

the witness, and concluded that, in those

by some means. Much the same occurs in

conditions, he got the colour right 80% of

hypnosis. A person who is given

the time. The question is, what is the

suggestions that their hands are like

percentage chance that it was a green

magnets that will be drawn together, does

taxi? I will give the answer at the end.

indeed feel the hands moving. Brain
scanning will show activity in areas where

It could be said that our Bayesian brains

there would be none if the movements

are more concerned with signalling errors

were voluntary. Also, just as for the

than successes. As long as the predictions

schizophrenic, the hypnotised person will

continue to prove accurate, then all is well,

disclaim any role in the movement, and

but when there is a mismatch, then the

say that the hands are moving by

system produces a signal, causing it to act

themselves.

in a way that reduces the error. We are
particularly good at predictions when they

The big question is why do movement

concern ourselves. As I move my hands

suggestions leave the person who makes

over the keyboard to type these words my

the movement feeling as if it is automatic?

fingers generally go where I intended. The

The authors of this paper propose that it is

proprioceptors in my joints and muscles

through focusing on the sensations. The

are able to signal these movements, but

suggestions invite this: “You can feel the

scanning the part of my brain that receives

attraction, just like magnets, your hands

those signals would show little activity. The

gently pulling together, more and more.

reason for this is that I do not need to think

You can feel the movement …” When we

about where my fingers are if they are

focus attention on something it tends to

doing exactly as intended and hence part

enhance associated neural signals, so the

of my predicted experience. This is not

proprioceptive activity becomes apparent,

always the case for schizophrenic patients.

both to the person experiencing it and to a

Sometimes their actions are accompanied

brain scanner. Meanwhile, the brain does

by parallel activity in the brain, as if the

what it always does: it tries to reduce

action had not been predicted. ‘Not

discrepancies. There will be some,
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between what the suggestion implies and

So, how rational a reasoner are you? The

what the arm is actually doing. The error is

answer was 50%; it was exactly as likely

interpreted as the arm failing to reach its

to have been a green taxi as a yellow one.

target, and hence some movement begins,

There is a strictly mathematical way of

so as to reduce the error. This is not the

working this out, using the theorem

normal way in which movements are

developed by the Reverend Bayes, but we

initiated, it is almost the reverse with the

will do it by using nice easy round

emphasis on the feeling, rather than on

numbers. We must remember the prior

initiating the motor signals which make for

probability: there is only a 20% chance

normal, smooth movement. It is for this

that a green taxi was going that way.

reason that the suggested movements are
generally not smooth; they tend to have a

Let’s imagine an experiment where 100

jerky quality, as the sensations and motor

taxis pass that point in a rain storm, while

controls try to keep pace with one another.

our witness tries to say what colour each
one is (he gets it right 80% of the time). Of

Around 80% of people can respond to

those 100 taxis 20 will be green, but the

motor suggestions, such as ‘magnetic

witness will say “Green” only 16 times

hands’ or the arm levitation test. It is

(80% of 20 is 16). The remaining 80 taxis

striking how versatile our brains are. From

will be yellow but, because the witness

a clinical point of view this insight provided

makes a mistake 20% of the time, he will

by this model is very informative. A person

say “Green” to some of them. How many?

takes in information (from a suggestion) at

Well, it is 20% of 80, which also comes to

a conscious level, and the changed

16. So, given the particular mix of taxis we

emphasis that this produces has an impact

have in the town, together with the level of

at a deep level, far beyond where we have

reliability of this witness, the likelihood that

any awareness of what our brain is doing.

it was a green taxi when he said “Green” is

This is reminiscent of the kinds of

precisely the same as the likelihood that it

therapeutic suggestion where the patient

was a yellow vehicle. In other words, we

is told something like, “Your mind knows

might as well toss a coin – there is a 50%

what it needs to do in order to put this

chance of being right!

right.”
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What Came out of our
Questionnaire for European
Certificate Holders?

By
Randi Abrahamsen

Image by F.C.

We thank you all for taking the time to

Naish and Randi Abrahamsen. Gérard Fi-

answer our Questionnaire. Your responses

toussi generously translated completed

provided invaluable information to us, gi-

questionnaires from French to English. The

ving the ESH Board clear pointers for the

ESH received 45 replies from European

directions it should take in our future work.

Certiﬁcate holders (ECH) including 13 coun-

The questionnaire was developed by Peter

tries. Please see list below. Not all partici40

pants answered all of the questions and to

The Ericksonian way is the most widely

some questions people provided more

used as 44 % of the ECH use this appro-

than one answer:

ach and 36 % use an individual tailored
blend of methods. EricKsonian and Egosta-

Austria: 2; Belgium: 3; Denmark: 2; France:

te were widely used.

12; Germany: 3; Israel: 4; Italy: 2; Norway:
1; Switzerland: 1; Scotland: 3; Sweden: 2;

Do some patients respond better to

Turkey: 2; United Kingdom: 6

hypnosis than others?

The certiﬁcate holders indicated if they we-

66 % of the ECH ﬁnd that some patients

re working alone/ privately or in a team. So-

respond better to hypnosis than others,

me clinicians shared their time between pri-

whereas 24 % do not agree with this.

vate and team work. The majority worked
alone privately and a few persons had reti-

The acceptance varies throughout Europe.

red.

In Turkey hypnosis is accepted and regulated by the government. In Austria and

Is hypnosis always used by ECH in their

Israel hypnosis is also accepted by the mi-

treatment?

nistry. In many countries there is still some
skepticism especially among colleges, but

44% of the ECH always use hypnosis in

hypnosis is more accepted today than pre-

their approach for treatment, whereas 55%

viously. Many patients are still skeptical

often use other approaches as well.

and are a bit anxious mostly due to expe-

What factors inﬂuence whether or not
hypnosis is used?

riences from stage hypnosis. On the other
hand many patients are curious about
hypnosis and seek treatment with hypno-

Most ECH holders indicated that it will de-

sis, because they have heard good things

pend on the situation followed by other

about hypnosis. Hypnosis for pain manage-

matters such as insurance payment, time

ment seem to be most widely accepted.

issues, and patients´ motivation and
strengths.
Which methods in hypnosis were of
best therapeutic value?

Education and update in hypnosis
amongst ECH
We can be very proud of our ECH. They
are very well educated. ECH also seem to
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be keen to update their knowledge as 13

ted in research, scholarships in research,

% participate in ongoing education yearly,

overview of European researchers, create

40 % 2-3 yearly, and 24% participate more

forum for research.

than three times yearly.
Journals: Include or share journals from soParticipation in congresses is also impor-

cieties.

tant for ECH. Over the last 5 years there
were 123 attendances at national congres-

Congresses: more congresses, online ac-

ses, 43 attendances at a European Con-

cess to lectures and workshops from con-

gress, 44 attendances at International Con-

gresses.

gress and 32 at other congresses.
ECH are also involved in education of others. 47 % are teachers, 22 % are trainers,
and 31% are supervisors.
Update in hypnosis journal reading: 10%
read journals once a week, 37% read journals monthly, 16% quarterly, and 9% once
a year.
What do the ECH holders feel they gain
by being an ECH holder?

Bring hypnosis into mainstream treatment
in WHO.
Work for the acceptance of hypnosis in
Health authorities and Insurance.
Education: Supervision, homogeneous education in Europe, online education, clinical
cases online.
ECH interested in research?
51 % stated that they would be interested
in participating in a research-project. A few

The majority feel that they gain from being
an ECH holder. They feel recognized as
professional therapists on the European level by people with expertise.
ECH ideas for ESH?

were retired and a few could perhaps facilitate others to participate. One could not take part with a standardised protocol. 22%
did not want to participate in research. We
hope that those who are interested in research will join the ESH project soon

Research: facilitate exchange between clinicians and researchers; keep ECH upda-
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Connection with
The International Society of Hypnosis
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Interview with

J

Giuseppe De Benedittis

Consuelo Casula

diseases of the brain and the spinal cord. But I
soon realized that my unrealistic expectations
>9AD=< LG >MDjDD EQ F9J;AKKAKLA; GEFAHGL=FL <=DArium, by the way a very common characteristic
among surgeons. In addition, I became more
and more interested over time in human sueJAF? 9F< ALK E=;@9FAKEK  GFK=IM=FLDQ  % ?J9<M9DDQK@A>L=<EQAFL=J=KLKLGL@=j=D<G>H9AFE9nagement. At the same time, I also became a
psychiatrist, which I found very useful in tackling
psychopathological problems, so common in
pain patients. Quite easily I found hypnosis on
EQO9Q %LO9KDGN=9LjJKLKA?@L
You are the Vice president of the Italian SocieDear Giuseppe, are you willing to tell the reader your background, how you started being
interested in hypnosis and in pain.

ty of Hypnosis and an ISH board member for
E967@FCE9E:>6D:?46

 -92E:DE96>@DE

interesting aspects of being part of the ISH
board, each time with a dierent president

I was born in a small town in the south of Italy, in
Puglia. My family managed a coee roasting so
ALO9KFGLAFNGDN=<AFL@=E=<A;9Dj=D< )Q>9L@=J
encouraged me to follow my aspirations and I
became a doctor, graduating in medicine at the
prestigious University of Padua. I have always
been fascinated by the mystery of the brain. At
the beginning of my medical education, my attenLAGF O9K jJKL 9LLJ9;L=< LG L@= @9J<O9J= G> L@=
:J9AFE9;@AF=JQ9F<L@9LiKO@Q%:=;9E=9F=Mrosurgeon. I believed in the endless potential of
neurosurgery, at the top of the surgical practice,
in order to manage some of the most dreadful

and dierent board members.
During the last ten years and four presidencies, I
@9N=:==FJ=;GFjJE=<9K9E=E:=JG>L@=%/$
BOD and, in particular, as Chairman of the ScienLAj;GEEALL==9F<2A;= ,J=KA<=FLG>L@=+. %
feel particularly honored to have been oered
the chance to contribute to a fundamental misKAGFG>9K;A=FLAj;KG;A=LQ F9E=DQL@=HJGEGLAGF
of basic and clinical research. It is a demanding
but fascinating task, in which I have been committed with passion and competence.
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When I was ﬁrst elected in 2009 in the BOD, the
ISH was really in a mess due to a dramatic transition from the Australian headquarters to Rome.
We owe to Camillo Loriedo, President of the
ISH, the merit of having managed with rigor,
commitment and competence this diﬃcult situation.
From this turning point, the successive presidents (Julie Linden, Claude Virot and now Bernhard Trenkle) have contributed enormously to
the development and prestige of ISH in the
world, each of them with the unmistakable sign
of their personality. Successful congresses, expansion of the constituent societes worldwide,
and a more stable economic situation have been, in my opinion, the landmarks of these years.
Moving onward, we need to attract and encourage new generations of researchers and clinicians
to work together in an innovative and evidencebased approach, oriented to integrate hypnosis
with other related disciplines (e.g., neuroscience,
psychotherapy, medicine, etc.). But mostly important, the entire BOD has been working incredibly hard to achieve the desired goals as a unitary and cohesive team.
As ISH board member you are in charge of
the research: what results you brought to the
ISH community?
Hypnosis is no longer a disputed and controversial issue in the scientiﬁc community, but it has
been recognized not only as an eﬀective, therapeutic intervention, but also as a physiological,
viable and reliable tool to study the functions of
the Central Nervous System and the Mind-Brain
interface. This has been really a turning-point in

the ﬁeld and we should be particularly proud of
this achievement.
As Chairman of the Research Committee of the
ISH, I have been committed to promote basic
and clinical research in hypnosis worldwide by
mapping the “state of the art” of scientiﬁc research in hypnosis and trying to ﬁll the gap
between basic research and clinical practice. We
need to feed the interest of the hypnotic community in basic and clinical research by improving
the standards of clinical/experimental designs
and methodology, promote controlled studies
and meta-analysis, and establishing hypnosis in
the mainstream of clinical and experimental
science. It is a hard work to be done, but also
an exciting goal to achieve. In this perspective, it
is of paramount importance to inspire, motivate
and train younger generations with this paradigm shift.
Most recently, I have organized and facilitated a
pre-congress scientiﬁc meeting during the World
Congress of Hypnosis held in Montreal in 2018.
The goal of the meeting was to build bridges of
understanding between basic research and clinical practice. Eight of the world’s leading researchers presented their outstanding research in
hypnosis and discussed what do we know, what
can we do, what do we still not know and what
we are still learning or trying to do. The results of
their studies will be published shortly in a special
issue of the International Journal of Clinical and
Experimental Hypnosis, of which I am the Guest
Editor.
Worldwide you are recognized as an expert
on pain therapist, you wrote many articles
and presented your work to many congres-
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ses. What makes you so passionate about

people and to teach your wisdom and experti-

pain therapy.

se to the young generation.

Pain is the most common cause of medical consultation worldwide. Headaches, low back pain,
neuropathic pain, cancer pain and ﬁbromyalgia,
just to mention a few of them, aﬀect millions of
people around the world, spreading intolerable
and unrelieved suﬀering and giving patients a miserable quality of life. The global burden of pain
is challenging and cannot be faced and won only in terms of drugs or invasive procedures. We
need a Multi-Modal Approach, including psychological interventions such as hypnosis and/or
CBT, that can eﬀectively address all the multifaceted aspects of Chronic Pain in a systemic
way. Only a change of paradigm can prove to
make the diﬀerence in pain therapy.

The Interdepartmental Pain Center of the University of Milano was founded in 1980 as the ﬁrst
Multidisciplinary Pain Center in Italy. I ran the
center for almost 40 years till my retirement.

I simply have been trying to take on the pain of
my patients in order to give relief to their suﬀering, with all the available and useful therapeutic
tools in a synergistic way.

During my life-long clinical career, I have treated
thousands of pain patients using every eﬀective
therapeutic tool (e.g., drugs, neuromodulation,
psychophysiological intervention such as hypnosis and biofeedback) in a synergistic way. I have
published more than 200 scientiﬁc papers on
pain and hypnosis, dealing with basic research
and clinical practice. At the same time, I have organized the ﬁrst and only post-graduate course
of Hypnosis for Pain Relief in Italy, that celebrates its 25th anniversary this year. Research, clinical practice and teaching/training have been my
“raison d'être” and my personal landmarks.
What have you learned so far with this long
lasting teaching experience.

Every time I am approaching a pain patient, Marcia Angell’s (i.e., the Editor of the prestigious
New England Journal of Medicine) moving
words come to my mind: “Few things a doctor
does are more important than relieving pain. . .
pain is soul destroying. No patient should have
to endure intense pain unnecessarily. The quality
of mercy is essential to the practice of medicine;
here, of all places, it should not be strained.”

A clinical experience has value to the extent that
it can be transmitted and shared. Teaching is, in
my opinion, the natural way to pursue this goal.
During the past 25 years, we have produced hundreds of physicians, psychologists and dentists
eager to expand their clinic expertise with the
amazing potentialities of hypnosis. Our mission
is to trace and inspire the path to be followed by
the new generations.

You are the founder of the Milan pain therapy
center and for 25 years you organize a 50

You also publish your articles in the most pre-

hour course on hypnosis and pain therapy.

stigious journalsl, are you willing to share

Tell us how you have discovered that your

your latest contribution you are oﬀering to

mission is both to alleviate pain to suﬀering

whom.
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Most of my research and clinical studies have
been published in peer-reviewed journals (e.g.
The International Journal of Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis, Pain, etc.) and favourably received. I have been retired since 2014 and therefore I no longer have the opportunity to actively
carry out basic or clinical research. However, I
am still active in private practice and teaching.
As far as research is concerned, I am involved in
supervising new projects (e.g., on the role of
oxytocin in the trance experience, on hypnosis
management of cancer patients, the application
of quantum cognition principles to trance induction, etc.) and writing systematic reviews (e.g.,
on neural mechanisms of hypnosis and meditation), chapters on clinical applications of hypnosis in ﬁbromyalgia, headaches and neurological
disorders, and editorial (i.e., as Guest Editor of
the Special Issue of the IJCEH).
What are your latest discoveries in the ﬁeld of
pain?
As already mentioned, my research in the pain
ﬁeld dates back to a few years ago, before my
retirement. My latest discoveries refer to the intriguing mechanisms of ﬁbromyalgia, characterized by intractable, widespread pain associated
with many psychophysical concomitants (i.e.,
chronic fatigue, non-restorative sleep, cognitive
impairment and severe psychopathological determinants). The epidemiological magnitude of ﬁbromyalgia has increased dramatically in the last
decades, while its management remains largely
unsatisfactory. It has been shown that ﬁbromyalgia is a dysfunctional, central pain syndrome,
while several studies of our Pain Center have
shown the signiﬁcant role of active abuse (mainly in women) and subsequent post-traumatic

stress disorder (PTSD), with delayed somatization in a substantial subset of ﬁbromyalgic patients. These ﬁndings postulate realistically a
psychotherapeutic approach to address all these important issues. Hypnosis seems the appropriate, therapeutic tool, along with psychoactive
drugs, for dealing with these diﬃcult patients.
In 2009 you received the Ernest R. Hilgard
Award for Scientiﬁc Excellence by the International Society of Hypnosis, how signiﬁcant is
this prestigious international recognition for
you.
We are standing on the shoulders of giants. Ernest Hilgard was really a giant in the ﬁeld of experimental psychology and hypnotic analgesia.
His book “Hypnosis for relief of pain” remains
one of the most inﬂuential of the 20th century
and a landmark for all the scholars of the ﬁeld. I
am very proud and honored to have received the
Ernest R. Hilgard Award for Scientiﬁc Excellence
during the International Congress of Hypnosis in
Rome held in 2009. I consider this prestigious
award not only as a personal achievement for
my scientiﬁc research career, but also as recognition of the entire Italian scientiﬁc community.

In Italy you also have created a Blue Book.
Can you tell us what it is and how it has been
received?
Quite recently, I have published the Blue Book of
Hypnosis, the ﬁrst reference evidence-based guide to hypnosis. Blue Book is a term often referring to an almanac or other compilation of statistics and information. The term dates back to
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the 15° century, when large blue velvet-covered
books were used for record-keeping by the Parliament of the United Kingdom. In recent times
the Blue Book represents a reference guide in
healthcare. The aim of this book is to provide a
classic medical/psychological reference. This
comprehensive guide oﬀers the latest in hypnotic knowledge, with a strong emphasis on communication and education. It is authoritative, easy-to-read, evidence-based, comprehensive and
updated. The book is aimed at the general public, students, physicians, psychologists, dentists and health care professionals. It ﬁlls a longstanding gap between professional health care
and the general public. It covers all the most important issues of clinical hypnosis, with particular reference to applications in medicine and
psychology, techniques, clinical results evidence-based, safety proﬁle and contraindications,
and ﬁnal recommendations. The Blue Book also
includes a useful Directory of qualiﬁed professionals by alphabetical order, location and professional competence.
The book has been very well received and has
turned out to be an editorial success, reaching
the number one in online sales on the most important book portal in Italy.
Now in the new ISH board you are in contact
with the WHO. What have you done so far
and what are your goals ?

tes and reﬂects its unsurpassed adaptive and
evolutionary power.
Although interest in hypnosis has waxed and waned over centuries, today, in the second decade
of the twenty-ﬁrst century, it remains fairly
strong. The aim of scientifìc hypnosis is to go
beyond popular perceptions and misperceptions
to reveal the true nature of hypnosis and the value of its applications.
Given this prestigious background, it was natural
to aim for recognition by the most important
health organization in the world, i.e. the World
Health Organisation (WHO). We have started a
long-term certiﬁcation process, in partnership
with the WHO Collaborating Center in Milano,
aimed to get recognition of Hypnosis for Pain Relief (i.e. the most important clinical application of
hypnosis in medicine), since the WHO is medically-oriented. We are now in the process of planning a retrospective study highlighting the potentialities of hypnosis, in keeping with the WHO
Terms of Reference.
Though it will take presumably long time, we are
conﬁdent that the joint eﬀorts of ISH and ESH
could eventually achieve the coveted recognition
by WHO. This will certainly confer great prestige
to the hypnosis ﬁeld and the hypnotic community, resulting in a signiﬁcant advancement of the
role of hypnosis in health domain and policy
worldwide.

Hypnosis is the oldest of all psychotherapies
and one of the most practiced clinical methods
for the control of pain. This enviable history deno-
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Connection with the
Milton Erickson
Foundation

Remembering
Betty Alice Erickson

Photo by F.C.

J@?DF6=@2DF=2
When I heard that Betty Alice, called B.A. from
her friends, had left us forever I felt a sense of
loneliness and the need to be comforted by the
embrace of our common friends. So I wrote
them asking to commemorate her in ESHNL,
and they did so. She left me with many good memories full of laughter, anecdotes, and intimacy.
We shared not only professional moments tea;@AF?LG?=L@=J<MJAF?L@=3GE=FiK2GA;=KOGJCshops in Milan and Bari, but also during various
SII, ESH, ISH and Milton Erickson Foundation
conferences. We also shared dinners, parties
and free time always when we met around the
world, as we shared the passion to explore geographical and human landscapes.
She was very generous and now that she is with
her beloved parents, her latest gift she sent me
is even more precious to me. She gave me the
Milton Hyland Erickson Diary of Canoe Trip, Summer of 1922, and its Manuscript. The diary is interesting to read and to see. It contains the transcription of his diary, the map of his famous Canoe trip, and many photos of his life (1901-

1980), from his childhood in 1905, to his last
meeting with Gregory Bateson, in 1977. The maFMK;JAHL J=HGJLK @AK <9ADQ J=k=;LAGFK :9K=< GF
the experience started with an inner commitment: I will be "that boy will do good" and ends
with the following simple words that denote his
value of merit: "May the rest of every night be deserved". Now B.A. rests in peace knowing she
deserved the professional admiration of her colleagues and the personal love of her friends.
If you too miss her and feel the desire to be embraced with words of comfort, read the following
eulogies written for the ESHNL by some friends
and colleagues.
J(@I2??2C:4<D@? !=6:?
My sister Betty Alice was a little older than I. So
EGN=< GML G> L@= @GMK= O@=F % O9K IMAL=
young. It was remarkable how our family managed to retain a sense of closeness despite the
physical distances and the complexities getting
together. Betty Alice was particularly good at writing letters that kept us aware of her adventures--- and she was truly an explorer.  Our Aunt
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Bertha showed us how to travel the world on a
budget, and Betty Alice embraced the idea. As
a college student she went to Europe and
bought her ﬁrst car, which she named Michael
Bug. While that does not sound so incredible in
today’s world, she was well ahead of the curve.
Once she graduated from college with a teaching degree, she signed up for work in
Australia. There, she orchestrated a “pen-pal
network” between her younger siblings at home
in the USA and her students. We all learned geography, cultural diﬀerences, word usage and different lifestyles. In less than a year she was back
home in the US and married to Dave Elliott, a
captain in the airforce. Their children David, Michael came right along, and they arranged for
adoption of Kimberly while Dave was stationed
in Viet Nam. She continued to share adventures
of the colorful lifestyle through letters, and our
parents encouraged her to write a book --- she
had such a knack of telling stories in entertaining ways. As she and Dave raised their young
family, they lived in a vast number of places, Las
Vegas, Phoenix, California, Ethiopia, Okinawa,
and Brazil. She taught in many of those places,
and was par excellence at exploring the area
around. The children became citizens of the
world.
Finally settling in Dallas Texas, she embarked on
a second career in Marriage and Family
Counseling. Delighted to have her so close, and
professionally on parallel paths, she and I embarked on a number of joint projects. All of the children in our family learned how to work with
hypnosis:  we all became deeply immersed in
the Ericksonian concepts of unconscious
learnings.

As co-editors for the Milton Erickson Foundation
Newsletter, Betty Alice and I met weekly, and together did numerous teaching engagements for
local universities. She could really get people to
make contributions and was exceptional in the
way that she found loyal friends. Above all, I admired her skill for handling diﬃcult audience
members. I asked how she had become so
good at dealing with hecklers and she credited
the diverse cultures she had explored and the
teaching background she was so strong in. Since our parents have passed away, the closeness
of our family group has faded. We have lost
three of the siblings now, and it is with a sense
of sorrow that I look back at good times that were missed.
By Camillo Loriedo
Many years ago, I was a young therapist in
search of the special hypnotic tools that could
guarantee me the key to therapeutic success.
My restless search didn’t oﬀer me the ultimate
responses I was asking for. But one day, during
an important Congress in the United States, I
knew that Betty Alice was giving a workshop in
the nearby room, and I was immediately attracted by the possibility to see her at work. She
was the ﬁrst of Milton Erickson children to follow
the father’s footsteps, so the expectation was
incredibly high. More than an hour before the
workshop began I was already sat on a ﬁrst row
chair with the obvious intention to catch as many as possible secrets of the Erickson magic revealed by his daughter.
Contrary to what I expected, I was completely
unable to catch any revealed secrets. In fact, my
only memory of the event was an unusually inten-
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se and warm smile. She only had the time to introduce herself to the workshop attendees while,
just watching that special smile I went in the
most profound hypnotic experience I ever had in
my life. No other memories remained in my mind
except a number of positive feelings and a sense of enthusiasm that accompanied me for several days.
It is not typical of me to enter so easily in profound states of trance, and nothing similar ever
happened before and after the BA workshop experience, even although since then I have had
the opportunity to attend countless workshops
all around the world. It took to me some time to
realize that a good lesson was given to me: I
wanted to learn special technics and strategies,
but Betty Alice demonstrated to me that the magic of an emphatic and enthusiastic smile was to
a great extent more powerful than any other
hypnotic instrument.
Following this experience, when I saw Betty Alice in other workshops, I made all possible efforts to keep my eyes opened and my mind awake. Then I was able to recognize her ability in
mastering all sorts of hypnotic techniques, and I
could even identify in her what I knew of her father’s touch. Then I knew her personally, we become friends and sometimes we even worked together. But I do not remember any occasion in
which I was not astonished by her cozy and
enthusiastic smile, strengthened by a physical
and emotional attitude toward the subjects, and
toward the people in general with no exception.
Whoever was in front of her, with her empathetic
smile she was able to demonstrate care and interest. She had a rare and special attitude in crea-

ting immediately intense and warm relationships
and whenever I saw her doing an interview, I
found a good reason to conﬁrm the golden rule
of therapeutic rapport: the gift of an intense and
genuine caring attitude always represents the
greatest value in psychotherapy. Maybe the reason why Betty Alice had this talent was the result of the fact that since she was a child, she
was the favorite hypnotic subject of her father.
Seeing how easy and comfortable it was for her
to develop an immediate profound relationship
with others could well be why Milton did choose
her as a favorite subject, because he discovered
and wanted to re-enforce her natural qualities.
Thinking of these qualities, and knowing how
much she loved Italy, when, in June 2001, together with Jeﬀ Zeig I decided to organize in the
island of Capri a Congress dedicated to the
“Self of the Therapist in Ericksonian Therapy”,
she immediately came to my mind as an ideal
presenter. And, as a subject for her Invited
Speech she proposed: Therapy and The Therapist: More Than the Two Combined. It was one
of the best presentations I ever attended, she described the many ways in which the person of
the therapist can contribute with his/her emotional participation to the eﬀectiveness of the therapy. Despite of an excellent presentation, more
than the oﬃcial teaching, what I couldn’t forget
was an informal conversation we had a few
hours later. We had this “special conversation” in
an open-air bar, with an enchanting view of the
Capri’s sea and of the Faraglioni at the sunset
time. When I asked her what she would like to
drink, she smiled and said “I would love to have
some Limoncello”. It was like she already knew
what I was really interested in, and in front of a
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couple of Limoncello small glasses, she began
LG L=DD E= 9:GML @=J >9L@=J  ML K@= <A<FiL K9Q
9FQL@AF?9:GML)ADLGFiK9K9L@=J9HAKL K@=J9L@=J
wanted me to know how he was special in creating relationships as a person and as a father. In
this special place I had my second hypnotic experience with BA. This time I was much more
aware and listened to a number of episodes that
gave me the same sensation I had many years
before: the sensation of a person, a woman who
profoundly loves human relationships and because of this is able to change them.
J#2C:=:22<6C
Betty Alice's life is being remembered and celebrated by family, friends, colleagues and students around the world. Hers has been a very
special, well-lived life, with many achievements
and adventures. As I gave thought to my memories of her, persistent echoes ofLa Golondrina,a
E=DG<Q9:GML9EA?J9LAF?KO9DDGOkGO=<IMA=LDQ
into my mind and heart, taking me back to my
early youth in Brazil.LjJKL %;GMD<FGLMFJA<<D=
the connection of that melody to my eulogy for
Betty Alice, but itgently persisted... After a few
days, however, the melody suddenly begun to
make sense as a metaphor, bursting into my conscious awareness and gaining momentum...This
n o s t a l g i c M e x i c a n m e l o d y, c o m p o s e d
in1862by an exiled physician inspired by a15th
century poem in Arabic he found in Granada,
evokes the image of a migrating bird longing for
its homeland, not knowing if it will ever return. It
is played for all reasons and occasions. Sometimes it is played at funerals, celebrations of life
for the departed or, as invitation for us to pause
9F< J=k=;L 9:GML L@= E=9FAF? G> GMJ GOF =PAstence. Metaphors for the swallow are ancient

and opportune: endurance, independence, hope, determination; symbols for the swallow are
also pilgrim, adventurer, mariner. The swallow is
believed to be a protector of sailors, of the seafarer or the mariner.The swallow, orgolondrinametaphor seems to be apropos my remembrance
G>=LLQDA;=O@G 9L9?=jN=earnestly declared
to Gregory Bateson, recently arrived from a voyage to Australia: "when I grow up I will live in Australia!" As a grown-up, indeed she went on to
live in Australia, then Ethiopia, Brazil, and Japan.
In maturity she became a world traveler, a seafarer of sorts. As a professional, Betty Alicepresented very often in the United States, and in most
of Europe. She often conducted workshops in
Mexico, in South America, Bali, Moscow, Western Siberia, and the Ukraine.
Sailors tattoo the silhouette of the swallow on
their arms and chest to express their pride, sturdiness, and resilience. They also believe that
when a seafarer drowns, the swallows will carry
their soul to eternal rest.
Farewell,golondrina!
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By Teresa Robles
Betty Alice Erickson has left our world a few
days ago.She dedicated most of her adult life to
the dissemination of her father's work.
I am very grateful to life for being her close
friend. She loved Life and Nature. We shared magical moments visiting the Monarchs Butterﬂies’
Sanctuary in Central Mexico and Watching and
caressing whales in Baja California. I want to express to all my heartfelt gratitude to her not only
for our friendship, but also for the many times
Betty Alice came to Mexico in order to teach our
students about Milton Erickson's ways of working with patients and her own way of doing it.
In addition, she oﬀered us a meaningful, but little
known, facet of Dr. Erickson's therapeutic
approaches: his spiritual work.
Betty Aliceused to say "the only thing my father
did was to open himself to the patient presenting his vulnerability, he thus invited the patient himself or herself - to also open up. Consequently, Love ﬂowed from the Universe through
him into the patient and then back to the Universe”. Therefore, the proposition that beyond
being a medical doctor he was a healer. Betty
Alice now inhabits Love. I honour her and I honour her lifework. And I thank her with Love.
By Cecilia Fabre
It is an honour for me to write from my heart how
Betty Alice Erickson impacted my life. She died
last month in Dallas, as she desired, accompanied by her sons and by the people she chose to
be with her. I met Betty, when I was an adolescent, because of my mother. At that time, I was

an student of Psychology and my mother told
me about Mrs. Elizabeth Moorethe Widow of Dr.
Erickson, and their daughters. Roxanna and
Betty, were very good friends of her and they visited us in Mexico several times. I remember one
time when Betty came to visit us and wanted to
go to the Monarchs Butterﬂies’ Sanctuary, the
butterﬂies that migrate from Canada to Michoacán in Mexico.
We were there with her, the whole family, including my children. It was a long way to travel, we
rode a horse, and then we walked; she was very
tired, but she smiled and had only one objective,
to know the Butterﬂies that her Father loved so
much. My relationship with Betty was close, natural, and very pleasant. When I grewup and got
trained as an Ericksonian Psychotherapist, I understood the place she had in the world as the
daughter of Dr. Milton H Erickson, Father of Modern Hypnosis and Brief Therapy. I really enjoyed supporting and organizing her visits to our
country and I always remember her in front of
her audience. She was simple, kind and an excellent teacher, always admiring his father, but not
only the therapist but the person he was, always
highlighting his humanity, his personality, the
fact that he had no prejudices, normalizing him
in front of the audience, and sharing personal
and family anecdotes, that made us feel Dr.
Erickson was alive among us. When I had the opportunity to be invited by Consuelo Casula, to
Italy, for participating in one of the conferences
"Voices of Women" I was glad to know that
Betty and I would present our work together. It
was an unforgettable experience, she told me
that she was nervous because she was presenting with the daughter of Teresa Robles and I
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told her that I had exactly the same feeling, l
was nervous, becauseI was presenting my work
with the daughter of Milton H Erickson. We laughed a lot and so, ﬁnished with our concerns
about the Workshop. Betty Alice Erickson was
80 years old when she died, the same age as
her father. She was a Nature lover, aﬀectionate,
close and sensitive, she admired her father very
much. She let us an invaluable contribution: the
book edited with Bradford Keeney, "Milton H
Erickson, an American healer" and we had the
privilege of translating and publishing it in Spanish. I will continue communicating and teaching
her work, which was always a work from heart to
heart. Many colleagues and friends will miss her,
and we will keep her forever in our hearts with
gratitude for sharing her Being with us.
By Michael D. Yapko
Over the span of many years, I had the good fortune to know Betty Alice, though admittedly not
as well as I would have liked. We typically encountered each other at conferences both large
and small, and always greeted each other with a
genuine warmth and aﬀection. BA was generous
with her praise, laughed easily, shared herself
and her substantial knowledge openly, told
“Daddy” stories with great ﬂair, and was simply
a pleasure to spend time with. Betty Alice was a
superb teacher, and she leaves behind many,
many students, colleagues and friends who will
forever value her contributions and miss her easygoing manner. I count myself among them.
By Susanna Carolusson
Betty Alice Erickson, died 17th January 2019, in
her home in Dallas, after a long ﬁght with cancer.

I had the privilege to know Betty, ﬁrst of all in the
open group of various professional women who,
on Consuelo's initiative, started the series of lectures named Women's Voices. This group developed into various constellations, and Betty and I
participated while the book on the same subject
was created by some of us, and published in Italian. Betty considered translating it to English,
but did not get the time. When I invited her to
teach in Gothenburg 2008, our Swedish colleagues were all very enthusiastic during her workshop and grateful after the same, although such
a praising approach is a bit alien to our culture.
She became a reliable model for many, in the art
of strengthening the client's positive resources.
On a German-Nepalese medical conference in
Katmandu the same year, we spent time together again. Betty was intensely engaged in my seminar about acquired brain injury and non-verbal
or few-words communication with aphasic people. She wanted to know my son Tobias better
and spent all her free time with us. She observed my imagery-inspired communication with Tobias, a kind of language we had been forced to
develop. With Betty's typical conﬁrming warmth,
she explained how she now understood her father’s, Milton, approach, in my balance between
reality oriented suggestions and loving validating
language, with someone who, in an intimidating
way had lost so many cognitive skills. I mean,
she could have spent her free time in a funnier
way, than with us! But apparently she knew the
value of small precious non-glamorous moments. We talked at more conferences and by
mail, thereafter, and I found her impressing in
her skill to encourage people around her, never
shallowly, never ingratiating, but based on astute
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observation. Last year in my workshops in Russia, they told me how appreciated Betty was there too, and they asked me to invite her to co-teach with me 2019-2020. So, I tried to reach her,
but to no avail. I was worried, and now I know
the reason why. Betty Alice Erickson was on her
80th year, too young and with too much more to
oﬀer, alive. She was competent, caring and sensitive. She admired her father very much and
she gave a valuable contribution to our understanding of him, through one of the best publications about Erickson ever, which she co-authored with Dan Short. Her admiration of her father
probably contributed to her own competence as
a clinician and teacher! She had a better teacher
than most of us have had, and maybe wish we
had! We are many colleagues and friends who
appreciate that we could share a part of her 40
years of generous professional life. 

alters the course of your life. Subsequently, as I
sat in Roxanna’s kitchen with Betty Alice working on articles for the newsletter, and then as a
co-author, and more recently as a fellow presenter at conferences, I continued to be inspired by
BA’s love and kindness.
During one of my last conversations with Betty
Alice, a few months ago, she asked, “Do you
know that song from Louis Armstrong--What a
Wonderful World. Next time you listen to it, listen
for the love in his voice. Isn’t that what it is all
about? What better thing can we do in life than
love each other?” Now, I realize she was saying
goodbye to me, indirectly. So, each time I listen
to that song, I think to myself, what a wonderful
life. Goodbye Betty Alice. We will miss you!

By Dan Short
It has been my privilege to have Betty Alice Erickson as a friend and mentor for nearly 30 years.
When Betty Alice and her sister, Roxanna, reached out to invite me to serve as an editor with
The Milton H. Erickson Foundation Newsletter,
my immediate reply was, “Thank you for considering me for this important position, but surely
you can ﬁnd someone else who is better qualiﬁed.” Betty Alice replied, “Dan, I am not going to
take no for an answer yet. We would not have
contacted you if we didn’t both agree that you
have the right skill set for this job. Now you need
to decide if you want it.” I really did want it.
Thanks to the kindness and wisdom, shown by
both Betty Alice and Roxanna, by the end of the
phone call I was able to voice this desire. It was
one of those deﬁning moments that permanently

Milton H. Erickson - Diary of Canoe Trip June 15 August 27, 1922
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Book Reviews
Michael Yapko

Trancework. An Introduction to the

The hypnosis community can be grateful

Practice of Clinical Hypnosis.

to Michael Yapko for his outstanding contributions to the ﬁeld through his internatio-

By Consuelo Casula

nal teachings and numerous publications.
Once, many years ago, I asked him what
his secret was that allowed him to write so
many books. His answer: “Discipline. Wherever I am, whether in Italy or in Australia,
at home or abroad, I dedicate three to four
hours a day to writing."
Learning this about Michael, my admiration for him grew and I began to think
about his other virtues. These include determination, curiosity, commitment and patience.
His determination is evident because when
he wants something, he actively strives to
make it happen; his innate curiosity is
obvious because he is always seeking out
new research, a new therapeutic applica-
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tion, or a new discovery in some area that

now in its ﬁfth edition, the ﬁrst hypnosis

can improve his (and our) work. He was

book to go to a ﬁfth edition, because of

the ﬁrst one to write about the use of

how much and how quickly the ﬁeld of

hypnosis in treating depression, the ﬁrst to

hypnosis is growing and changing. In the

write about hypnosis and the creation of

seven years since the previous fourth edi-

false memories, and he was the ﬁrst to wri-

tion, there are many, many new studies to

te about the intersecting subjects of

include, new research ﬁndings to share,

Mindfulness and Hypnosis; when these

and new trends emerging in the ﬁeld to

two disciplines were thought of as separa-

identify that made a new updated edition

te, Yapko found ways to facilitate their inte-

of Trancework not only desirable, but ne-

gration. His commitment to his craft is

cessary.

equally obvious because he has dedicated
his whole professional life to helping

Trancework is a scholarly yet readable

spread his deep and solid hypnotic know-

book that can help old and new genera-

ledge all over the world; his commitment

tions of hypnosis researchers and practitio-

to his long and loving marriage is also on

ners see the continuing evolution of hypno-

display because he very rarely goes any-

tic thought and clinical practice. Yapko’s

where without being accompanied by his

focus especially emphasizes his exciting

beloved wife, Diane.

and practical ways to help readers be more skilled clinicians in both doing hypnosis

I saved the quality of his patience as the

and being hypnotic.

last virtue of Michael’s to mention, not because it is less important than the others,

The book is divided into two parts: in the

but rather to emphasize it. In fact, it takes

ﬁrst, called “Thought before Action,” the

a lot of patience to improve, improve, im-

reader is gently guided into developing an

prove and improve what is already a good

understanding of the foundational ele-

book since its ﬁrst edition published in

ments of hypnosis that must be known be-

1984.

fore actually implementing hypnosis, to
which the second part is dedicated.

The book I'm reviewing now, just released

Yapko’s point at the outset of this section

earlier this year (2019), is Trancework. An

is key to an eﬀective practice: How you

Introduction to the Practice of Clinical

think about hypnosis determines how you

Hypnosis. This widely used textbook is

will practice hypnosis. When diﬀerent prac-
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titioners make diﬀerent assumptions and

Particularly interesting for those who are

hold diﬀering views of people in general

familiar with the previous Trancework edi-

and therapy and hypnosis in particular, the

tions are new chapters dedicated to me-

diﬀerences in their approaches become ea-

taphors, process-oriented hypnosis, the

sier to understand.

use of discrimination strategies when
asking “how” questions to help build the

For Yapko, in order to become a good

hypnotic context, and the treatment of de-

practitioner, he considers it crucial to be

pression with hypnosis in order to em-

aware of the complexity of hypnosis - from

power the disempowered and encourage

its array of competing theoretical perspecti-

the client’s behavioral activation.

ves to the most recent discoveries in the
ﬁeld of neuroscience, and from the dyna-

All chapters have been updated with up-

mics of the mind-body relationship to the

to-the-minute references. Very interesting

subjective (phenomenological) experience

also are the transcripts of some of Yapko’s

of hypnosis. Only someone who has a

sessions that allow us to better under-

deep and clear grasp of hypnosis as provi-

stand how he puts into practice what he

ded in the book’s ﬁrst section can truly un-

teaches. Each chapter is a diamond with

derstand the more subtle implications of

its multiple faces shining.

the many skills that are presented in the second section, “Hypnosis in Action.”

The entire book is written with Yapko’s
comprehensive style enriched by warmth

This section is the one fostering skill and

and passion: Passion for the latest re-

artistry in clinical practice. This part of the

search ﬁndings, passion for presenting cli-

book is a mine full of diamonds of diﬀerent

nical applications, hypnotic strategies and

sizes, from the illustrative presentations of

cases, and passion for the wellbeing of his

the numerous types of suggestions to the

patients who are clearly treated with com-

small tips for an eﬀective clinical session,

petence, compassion, and creativity. There

and from the designing and delivering of

is a reason why Yapko’s work is so well re-

psychotherapeutic clinical hypnosis ses-

garded, and that reason will be apparent to

sions to applying clinical hypnosis in the

readers of this new ﬁfth edition of Trance-

management of pain.

work.
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15th ESH Congress of Hypnosis

Building Bridges and Travelling Cross Roads
 4*> 4*5)534>#3'-7+4:'2-#/&

Hypnosis bridges mind and body while

You are invited to contribute to the con-

recognizing their connections and their

gress by submitting an abstract, either

crossroads. Research through neuro-

for an oral presentation, session or work-

science is making important strides to

shop or to be presented as a poster. The

uncover the relationships between brain

submission deadline for your abstract is

9F< :G<Q O@AD= 9FKO=JAF? L@=K= IM=-

the 31st October 2019. Further informa-

KLAGFK a3@9L @9HH=FK <MJAF? L@=J9HQ

tion may be found on the congress web-

What new options will develop from the-

site www.esh2020.ch

DE2?3F= &9@E@3J 

K=<AK;GN=JA=Kb
We are assured that you will feel at hoDuring our congress in Basel, Switzer-

me in Switzerland, which by its central

land, hypnotherapists will share with you

location bridges east and west, as well

in workshops and by presentations in En-

as north and south. The well-developed

glish, French or German language. The

public transportation provides excellent

capturing of their methods and ways,

mobility to and within Basel. The con-

we hope, will facilitate your own creati-

gress centre is located in the heart of

NALQ  3@=L@=J :Q L@= 9;IMAKALAGF G> F=O

the city.

approaches or the consolidation of your
methods, your patients will most certainDQ:=F=jL>JGEQGMJH9JLA;AH9LAGF 

We are looking forward to welcoming
you to the 15th ESH Congress of Hypnosis in Basel, Switzerland.
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Calendar of Events and
Training Courses
MEG: GENDER, SEX UND IDENTITÄT: HYPNOTHERAPIE UND VIELFALT
Dates: 21-24 March 2019
Venue: Bad Kissingen
Invited Speakers: to be announced later
Language: German
Translations: Sporadic (one presentation is held in
English)
Fees: 
bei Zahlung bis 15.12.2018 390 €(M.E.G.-Mitglieder
340 €)
bei Zahlung ab 16.12.2018450 €(M.E.G.-Mitglieder
400 €)
Registration website: www.meg-Tagung.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
Tel:    +49-30-36 28 40 40

BSCAH: MIDLANDS BRANCH – INTRODUCTION
TO CLINICAL HYPNOSIS
Date: 7 April 2019
Details to follow

IMHETO: ‘THE NATURALISTIC APPROACH: NEW
DEVELOPMENTS IN ERICKSONIAN HYPNOTHERAPY’
Dates: 11 - 13 April 2019
Time: 09:00 - 17:30
Venue: Toulouse
Invited Speakers: Camillo Loriedo
Language: English
Translations: French
Fees: 450 Euros - IMHETO Members
540 Euros - Non-Memebers
Registration Website:

http://www.imheto.com/hypnose-formation-comple
mentaire-approche-naturaliste-loriedo-2018/
Email: contact@imheto.com
Tel: 0033 561731187 / 0033 684404645

HAH: HYPNOSIS: NEW GENERATION (HNG) NEW
TRENDS IN RESEARCH AND CLINICAL APPLICATION CONFERENCE
Dates: 31 May -1 June 2019
Times: 09:00 – 18:00
Venue: ELTE 1075 Budapest, Kazinczy u. 23-27
Language: English – some sessions in Hungarian
Translations:  From English into Hungarian
Download: hng promo 2 slides
Fees: 80 Euro or higher depending on the ‘professional age’ of the participant
Registration website:
www.hypnosisnewgeneration.com
Email: varga.katalin@ppk.elte.hu
Tel: +36 1 299 01 84

BSCAH: NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2019
Dates: 7 – 9 June 2019
Venue: Queens Oncology and Haematology Centre
at Castle Hill Hospital,Cottingham HU16 5JQ
Further details to follow

HYPNOSIS AND SELF-HYPNOSIS: VIII WORLD
CONGRESS ON MIND TRAINING FOR EXCELLENCE IN SPORT AND LIFE
Dates: 12 – 16 June 2019
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Hypnosis and Self-hypnosis is an important element
in theVIII World Congress on Mind Training for Excellence in Sport and Life
Venue: Kungsbäcksvägen 47, 801 76 Gävle, Sweden
Keynote Speaker: Michael Yapko (USA) will explain“How to use hypnosis for depression”
Invited Speakers: Many international speakers including Asa Fe Kockum, Nicole Ruysschaert,
Bernhard Trenkle and David Wark (USA).
The programme covers most known Mind Training
methods,where alternative states of consciousness
like hypnosis, meditation, etc.often plays a crucial
role.
You will have the opportunity to attend lectures and
workshops with famous speakers from 20 diﬀerent
countries worldwide, from the ﬁeld of hypnosis and
related ﬁelds, like mental training, meditation, yoga!
There will be ample opportunities to exchange experience among professions, between East and West!
Registration Website: www.wcecongress.com

DGZH: HYPNOSE-KONGRESS BERLIN 2019
Dates: 29 August – 1 September 2019
Times: 09:00 – 19:30
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel Berlin
Invited Speakers: Will be announced by January
2019
Language: German
Translations: English Workshops will be translated
Fees: 150 – 200 Euro per day
Registration website:
www.hypnose-kongress-berlin.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org (Organisation)
Tel: 030 36284040  (Congress Organisation)

Language: German (some Workshops in English)
Translations: No
Fees: 320/370 Euro – Members 
410/460 Euro Non-Members
Registration Website:  www.dgh-hypnose.de
Email: info@dgh-hypnose.de
Tel: + 49 25 41 88 07 60

TRAINING IN EUROPE
Hypnosis training in Europe is organised by the Constituent Societies.To learn more about their training,
please contact them direct; here is a list of our ECH
Accredited Training Societies for 2018: ECH Accredited Training Societies – 2018.
BSCAH – UK (2019 / 2020)
3 Module Hypnosis Foundation Training York- Northern Counties
Module 1: 26/27 Jan 2019
Module 2: 23/24 Feb 2019
Module 3: 23/24 Mar 2019
3 Module Hypnosis Foundation Training LondonMets & South (London)
Module 1: 26/27 Jan 2019
Module 2: 23/24 Feb 2019
Module 3: 23/24 Mar 2019
Lancs & Cheshire Foundation Training 2019

DGH: ‘HYPNOSE – SCHMERZ, LASS NACH!’ /
‘HYPNOSIS – PAIN, SLOW DOWN!’
14th November 2019
Dates: 14 – 17 November 2019
Venue: Best Western Premier Park Hotel, Bad
Lippspringe, Germany
Invited Speakers:  Prof. Jensen, Prof. Bongartz,
Prof. Revenstorf, Dr Honig and many other national
and international lecturers

Module 1: 28/29th Sept 2019
Module 2: 26/27th Oct 2019
Module 3: 30th Nov/1st Dec 2019
Eastern Counties Foundation Training 2019
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Module 1: 19/20 Jan 2019

ESH Constituent Society is mandatory.

Module 2: 9/10th Feb 2019

Email: susanna@carolusson.se

Module 3: 9/10 March 2019

Tel: +46 705 970 007
Download: ESH appl ECP2019-2020,SSCH,Su-

Advanced Diploma/Graduate Certiﬁcate, BSc Conversion course in Clinical Hypnosis, Communication
Skills & Related Techniques.

perv

Dates: 27.09.19 – 28.09.19 / 23.11.19 – 24.11.19
/ 07.02.20 – 08.02.20 / 06.03.20 – 07.03.20

SSCH – Sweden

Times: 09:00 – 16:30
Venue: Birmingham City University

Western Region/Gothenburg
Ego State Therapy – Advanced Level

Language: English (sorry no translations)
Fees:  £2,400

Dates: 2019 / 2020 17/18 May plus 7 x 2 more

Registration website: http://www.bscah.com/
Email: bscahmidlandsbranch@outlook.com

weekend days for Psychologists and Psychotherapists

Tel:  +44 (0) 7702492867

Time: 09:00 – 18:30
Teachers: Susanna Carolusson, Soﬁa Strand, Hedda Sandemose, Say Teen Redman, Ulla Byegard
Language:  Swedish

SSCH – Sweden
Western Region/Gothenburg

Fees: 34,400 SEK  Membership of ESH Constituent Society is mandatory
Email: susanna@carolusson.se
Tel:+46 705 970 007

Supervision and Teacher programme, imagery as
Adjunct. Small groups proving space for individual
needs.

Download: EST2019,ECP application

Dates: 2019 / 2020: 8/9 Feb, 8/9 Mar, 6/7 Apr , 24/
25 May plus 12 x 2 days until December 2020
Times: Friday 14:00 – 178:00, Saturday 09:00 –
14:30
Teachers:  Susanna Carolusson, Stefan Fransson,
Goran Skarman, Lars Waxberg, Roxana Furberg
Language:  Swedish
Fees: 34,000 SEK per year. Membership of an
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